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ABSTRACT 

 Saudi Arabia has long been held as one of the largest oil producers in the world with a 

vast amount of wealth. The country’s meteoric rise to their current status can be attributed to the 

development of its oil fields by an American company that gained virtual control over the 

economy of a fledgling nation. This situation prompted the country to establish a codified Labor 

Law, which gradually gave control back to the State. In this project the 1969 Labor and 

Workmen Code will be examined as well as the factors that caused its creation and prompted its 

continued evolution to its current form. 

 This thesis explores the factors to why it was necessary for the Saudi Arabian 

Government to create a codified labor law and abandon Sharia (Islamic Law) in commercial 

matters, in addition to how the state currently uses the law to keep a firm grasp on its natural 

resources. The lessons learned from the American-led ARAMCO period (1938-1980) were 

included in the law, thus creating a turning point in Saud Arabian history that allowed the 

government to reclaim control of its economy. 

 Many sources will be used in this thesis but the most substantial is the Labor and 

Workmen Law because it contains specific provisions that were enacted to curb American 

influence. Translated sources from the Saudi Ministry of Labor are also used to highlight the 

current form of the law as well as many secondary sources bolster the argument that the Saudi 

Arabian Government established a Labor Code that would ensure a reduction of American 

hegemony while also making the state the sole influence in labor and commercial matters. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Following the First World War, oil was discovered in Saudi Arabia which led to a 

concession agreement with Standard Oil of California that enabled the company to establish 

hegemony over the economy on account of a lack of legal code that could police the activities of 

Standard Oil of California. The underdeveloped Labor Law in Saudi Arabia allowed Standard 

Oil of California and its successor the Arabian American Oil Company (ARAMCO) to act with 

impunity for nearly thirty five years until King Faisal in 1969 established the Labor and 

Workmen Code. It was used to combat the influence of ARAMCO and restore control of not 

only the natural resources, but also to give control of the economy to the Saudi Government. The 

Labor Law as well as practices learned from ARAMCO management were then used to change 

the labor dynamic in the country by limiting the rights of guest workers and establishing Saudi 

exceptionalism. The goal of this thesis is to answer the questions of what were the factors that 

prompted a change to codified law and how did the Saudi Government use it to protect their 

economy? A key concept that is very evident in this story of Saudi development as a nation is 

protectionism. This concept is focused on more in the second half of the thesis on account of the 

Labor Law being the tool used in utilizing protectionist policies that were essentially outlined in 

the Labor Law. 

Law in the Arabian Peninsula since the spread of Islam has mostly been practiced under 

the umbrella of Sharia until the Saudi Arabian Government enacted the Labor and Workmen 

Code of 1969, which for the first time in the Kingdom’s history law became codified and 

independent from the Sharia Courts. In a country where the official legal code is based on the 

Hanbali interpretation of Sharia the establishment of a codified system not based on Sharia 

contends to be a secular progressive development, in a country that lies in the cradle of Islam. 
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There were early attempts to codify the Labor Law by the warrior King Abdul Aziz Ibn Saud but 

these attempts were stymied by a hostile Ulema (religious clerics), who did not want to see their 

judicial independence eroded by a codified system that would inhibit their right to exercise 

ijtihad (independent reasoning). Change to the legal system became a necessity however, due to 

the existence of the Arabian American Oil Company and their influence on the Saudi economy. 

The Government of Saudi Arabia was unable to claim that the company was violating 

any of its laws due to a lack of codified laws and a lack of precedence in their situation. This 

meant that Qadis (judges) were unable to deliver a ruling against the company in the aspect of 

labor practices. The regrettable concession agreement which was signed by King Abdul Aziz Ibn 

Saud was enforced under Islamic contract law, thus justifying his ambition to form a separate 

court system that would handle commercial issues. 

The concession era of Saudi Arabia is important because it presents the problems that led 

to the creation of the Labor Law. Before codification the Saudi legal system was ill-equipped to 

handle the influx of foreigners into the Kingdom. An analysis and overview of this era with a 

substantial focus on the activities of ARAMCO while virtually controlling the Saudi economy. 

The business apparatus created by ARAMCO would eventually be imitated by the government 

of Saudi Arabia following codification of the Labor Law. After the Labor Law was enacted a 

trend of protectionism was adhered to by the government of Saudi Arabia that were in response 

to the years of foreign economic control by ARAMCO. Saudization, which is an unofficial term 

that relates to the gradual replacement of foreign workers with qualified Saudi workmen is the 

paramount protectionist policy that was included in the Labor Law in order to reduce the 

influence of ARAMCO.   
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The key aspect that will be examined is how Saudi Arabia was utilized Labor Law as a 

tool to keep firm control over their natural resources by controlling labor and investments after it 

displaced ARAMCO as the dominant force in the oil industry. Labor Law was used as a weapon 

in order to displace ARAMCO as the dominant economic force in Saudi Arabia on account of 

the Saudization articles in the Labor and Workmen Law (1969). In addition to the displacement 

of American led ARAMCO, codified law allowed the Saudi government to take direct control 

over its natural resources by eventually buying out the American investors in the company and 

subsequently buying the company in 1980, in order to gain complete control over the oil trade in 

the country. Much like early ARAMCO, investors were necessary to keep the development of 

the State active. However, following the takeover of ARAMCO, foreign investment into the 

infrastructure of Saudi Arabia reduced, while the number of guest workers in the country swelled 

due to the ability of the state to invest in infrastructure projects that required massive amounts of 

laborers, reminiscent of the policies of ARAMCO when the company sought to bolster their 

workforce. A significant difference between the treatment of guest workers by the State and 

ARAMCO was the State used Labor Law to reduce unrest in addition to controlling the 

movements of guest workers through restrictive visa policies outlined in the law.    

 Through various decrees and amendments to the law from labor ministry officials and the 

Saudi Royal Family, the law was able to change and certain acts were introduced to encourage 

mass foreign investment, but limited ownership Saudi Companies. In essence, joint ventures 

were encouraged but majority ownership in a company Saudi Arabia was not allowed, this 

stemmed from the ARAMCO debacle and the fear of allowing a foreign company to gain too 

much influence in the country. Encouraging investment in the state in order to diversify its 

economy became highly encouraged in 2000 after the Foreign Investment Act was decreed. This 
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act allowed for unlimited investment but companies could not gain more than a 50% stake in a 

company and must also have a Saudi partner willing to vouch for them this limitation was in 

addition to the limit on skilled personal that the company was allowed to import according to the 

law. 

   Saudi Arabia adheres to the Hanbali interpretation of Sharia and the work of Muhammad 

Ibn Abd al-Wahhab. In this tradition codified labor law did not exist and would be resisted by the 

ulema of Saudi Arabia for many years even after the inevitable codification of law in 1969 due to 

the fact that it does not allow for ijtihad when deciding a case. Hanbali Sharia plays an important 

role in the relationship between the Saudi Government and the leadership of ARAMCO due to 

its unfortunate ineffectiveness in setting guidelines for the company and curbing labor practices 

that are regarded as unsafe and abusive. The key issue in which the government deemed Sharia 

unable to govern was the oil concession itself which became the detriment to the Saudi 

Economy. The concession was vague yet airtight in most instances but primarily in where the 

company could develop oil fields which was the entire Eastern half of the country. The specified 

boundary is very vague which allowed the company to exploit oil wherever they found it 

including offshore deposits. There was a lack of limitation of what the company was allowed to 

do according to the concession agreement. 

 When the agreement was challenged by the Saudi Government, they were unable to 

receive a decision biased in their favor because the contract was not in violation of any basic 

tenets of Sharia contract law such as riba’ (usury). Due to the acceptable standards of the 

contract under the law, a necessity was created to change the law based on the problems that 

government faced when struggling to contain the influence and hegemony of ARAMCO. The 
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fact that the Saudi Government was unable to break out of the contract highlighted the American 

exceptionalism in the kingdom during that era.  

 The attitude of Americans toward native worker prior to codification is analyzed in 

Robert Vitalis’s work America’s Kingdom. Vitalis analyzed the culture of ARAMCO before 

codification and accurately describes the on the ground situation that involved mass abuse of 

employees and the promotion of segregationist culture. His assertion that ARAMCO officials 

installed this culture is partly true. But what is more important than the establishment of this 

culture is its continued existence, which is something that must be noted because it continued 

partly due to the Saudis learning under the tutelage of their ARAMCO employers but also from 

the Saudi elites. Where we differ in our conclusion is the segregationist attitude was adopted by 

the Saudi management after their takeover of the company. It is important to not only trace the 

history of ARAMCO and how American managers and executives installed a system based on 

their prejudices but also the condoning Saudi view toward these camps must be deeply examined 

as well. The camps still continue to exist for guest workers. However, ARAMCO officials were 

not solely responsible for the Jim Crow attitude described by Vitalis. The Saudi royal family 

purported this attitude as well. Saudi workers were virtually indentured workers working in a 

country where slavery was outlawed seven years before codification in 1962, six years after the 

Ras Tanura riots. Ibn Saud’s response to the riots are an adequate determiner of the view he 

harbored toward his subjects. While Vitalis does note Saudi exceptionalism, the Saudi elite go 

without blame in his book as facilitators of a business culture that demeans lower echelon 

workers.  

 This trend of utilizing guest workers to facilitate growth as a temporary measure has been 

a staple in the Saudi labor climate since before codification. This trend analyzed in Peter 
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Woodward’s Oil and Labor in the Middle East that focuses on Saudi Arabia during the 1970s 

support this trend. Since the work was published thirty years ago, Woodward’s theory that this 

trend would inevitably end has proven to be erroneous. While this book accurately describes the 

labor situation during the 1970s supports the trend as unceasing due to the continued rise in guest 

workers throughout that decade. Saudization, the major policy during this time period is hardly 

examined in his work. This policy is responsible for the labor demand from various countries 

despite the fact that it was intended to decrease the need for workers from abroad. The source 

that is lacking in this work is the labor law. Our works differ on account of this source. The 

Labor Law created in 1969 was the catalyst for change in the oil industry. Saudization was 

written into law, providing legal justification for all other protectionist policies enacted through 

the law by the state. In my work it is a central focus on account of it being the catalyst for 

establishing Saudi control over the oil industry as well as maintaining it. Woodward does not 

draw much attention to the policy as well as the law that supports it. Since the policy is a law, 

until it is amended then the trend continued and is a central feature of the labor market in Saudi 

Arabia. 

In agreement with David Commins’s work The Wahhabi Mission and Saudi Arabia, the 

Saudi state is an outlier in the theory that colonialism brought codified law. Commins argues that 

economic pressures necessitated the switch to codified labor law while keeping religious courts 

separate from commercial courts. Commins cites Muhammad Ibn Abd Al Wahhab’s work, The 

Book of God’s Unity in which Abd Al Wahhab declares that the people and religious authority 

must obey their rulers unless they commit acts of idolatry or interfere with deliberations of a 

verdict in a case. The external force and factors that justified the separation of the courts are not 

examined in this work. They prove to be an important part in my own research on account of the 
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state centralizing itself through secular law led by King Faisal. The external factor of ARAMCO 

as a catalyst for the disobedience by Faisal toward Hanbali Sharia is one of the most consistent 

factors that is neglected in the legal discourse of this topic.1 My research views the establishment 

of the 1969 Labor Law as the inception for the reformation of the Saudi state. The legality of 

how a king can disobey Abd Al Wahhab’s interpretation of the law is examined in Commins’s 

book but it’s clear that Faisal disobeyed the parameters described, in particular the State’s 

creation of a law code. Why he disobeyed them is a factor that will be examined in my work.   

Codification of law eliminates any application of ijtihad in Sharia, according to Wael 

Hallaq, meaning that law may not be a part of Sharia. The Labor and Workmen Code is a 

separate code stemming from the failure of Sharia Qadis who were unable to fulfill the needs of 

the state.2 Law in Saudi Arabia is still predominantly governed by Sharia in most realms of the 

state, however the state has taken predominance over divine law which Hallaq would vehemently 

condemn. The dilemma faced by the state was obvious; live under virtual economic colonialism 

or stray from Sharia in order to successfully combat the growing influence of ARAMCO. In my 

own assertion if the state did not introduce a secular legal code, Sharia would have continued to 

be used in commercial matters the state would have remained obsequious to a foreign economic 

power on account of their inability to break the concession contract. Hallaq contends that the 

nation-state was an idea brought from Europe through the conduit of colonialism, however Saudi 

Arabia was never occupied by a European power and achieved statehood without having an 

interfering foreign power, save for the nominal rule of the Ottoman Empire in the Hijaz at 

                                                           
1 Commins, David D. The Wahhabi Mission and Saudi Arabia. London: I.B. Tauris, 2006. Print. Pgs. 114-118 
2 Halla , Wael B. Sha ̄ʻa: Theo y, P a ti e, T a sfo atio s. Ca idge, UK: Ca idge U i e sity P ess, 2009. 
Print. Pg. 449 
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various points in history.3 The situation in Saudi Arabia would be viewed as an outlier in 

Hallaq’s assertion about colonialism bringing codified law to the Middle East but a foreign entity 

did prompt the Saudi government to change their laws unilaterally.   

This paper is divided into three chapters that will cover the application and function of 

Labor Law from 1933 through the present day. Each chapter will be representative of a different 

era. The first section of the first chapter will focus specifically on the concession era 1933-1954. 

In the second section of the first chapter the time period just prior to codification will be 

examined, 1956-1969. In the second chapter the first fifteen years after codification (1969-1984) 

will be looked at in order to see how the labor situation changed in the country. Finally in the last 

chapter 2000-2014 will be examined to determine the future of the relationship between the 

Saudi government and its labor force. These eras are significant because each one represents a 

substantial change in how the government operates in order to either gain control or solidify its 

power. The central year in the thesis is 1969 because it was the year the Labor and Workmen 

Code was enacted. Following codification the government used the law to essentially gain 

control over its resources through the Saudization laws which enable the government to purchase 

the company and it became the largest driving force in the economy. In the second half of the 

paper (1969-present) the application of the law as a tool to further protectionist policies such as 

Saudization, Nitaqat and the foreign investment act.    

This first chapter represents the situation in Saudi Arabia that prompted the establishment 

of the labor and Workmen Code in an effort to protect the economic sovereignty of the nation. In 

the first section, the narrative of the founding of ARAMCO as well as the early years will 

                                                           
3 Halla , Wael B. Sha ̄ʻa: Theo y, P a ti e, T a sfo atio s. Ca idge, UK: Ca idge U iversity Press, 2009. 

Print. Pgs. 452,456 
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describe how the Saudi State became indebted to the company including their inability to break 

the concession agreement as well as demonstrating the need for the state to enact protectionist 

policies, as during the concession era they had limited economic control. It is necessary to tell 

this story in order to show why radical change was needed using the tool of codified labor law. 

The concession agreement limited the amount of revenue to which the state was entitled.  

The second section of the first chapter focuses on the legal aspect of this problem. The 

lack of a codified commercial court resulted contributed to American exceptionalism, which was 

very prevalent in that time period. By presenting several court cases which will show how the 

legal system was not protecting Saudi citizens, the path that led codification will become clear 

due to an analysis of how the cases would have ended if the legal code had been implemented. In 

addition to several court cases, the Ras Tanura labor riot of 1956 will be examined due to its 

illumination of how these workers were exploited by the company because of their lack of rights 

as well as the certain laws in the code that would stem from that riot, especially those concerned 

with the protection of Saudi workers. Included in this section is the resistance faced by the 

government from the ulema in establishing the law code. 

In the second chapter the post-codification era will be viewed. This era (1969-1984) is 

divided into two sections; the first details how the state created separate courts for labor and 

commercial matters that had little interference from the ulema as well as a few cases in order to 

understand how the law functioned. Most importantly though, it describes how the government 

essentially assumed control over all labor dispute by having officials become judges in these 

quasi-courts enabling them to exert direct influence on labor matters. These courts, established to 

provide a forum for commercial legal hearings that would have limited interference from the 

ulema allowed the government a relative amount of influence over commercial legal matters. 
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This may have spawned from the unsuccessful attempts from the government to alter the 

ARAMCO concession.   

A very important policy that was a catalyst for the reduction of ARAMCO’s influence 

will dominate the second section of the second chapter, Saudization. This policy stemmed from 

several laws in the code, particularly articles 45 and 50 which demanded training programs for 

Saudi workers as well as the stipulation that businesses should allow 51% of all wages to go to 

their Saudi workers. Besides contributing to the replacement of Western workers the policy 

included an overhaul of the education system in order to create a skilled workforce. However it 

became detrimental after its success in replacing many Western workers thus he lower echelons 

were staffed by guest workers from South Asia and various Arab countries which resulted in a 

large population of guest workers. The success and failure of that protectionist policy is 

important to that section because they will shape the present.         

 In the final chapter, the current labor and investment climate will be analyzed as 

Saudization has been replaced by a law called Nitaqat, which punishes companies for not having 

a certain percentage of Saudi workers. The punishment is loss of a work visa, thus creating a 

situation where it would be in the best interest of the company to hire Saudis. The state is 

ensuing that its citizens are gaining employment by reducing the number of guest workers 

through deportation. How this policy is currently working and protecting the needs of the state 

will be analyzed as well as the current guest worker problem. In addition to this policy, 

investment in the kingdom will be analyzed due to the encouragement of foreign investment into 

the kingdom which will protect the financial future of the state.  

Many sources will be used but in particular the labor law as well as subsequent 

alterations. These sources dictated the labor climate after 1969. How the Saudis treated guest 
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workers could be examined through the labor law as there were provisions that were included in 

order to govern the wellbeing of guest workers. Various State Department documents provide the 

story of the concession era as well as documents from the Saudi Arabian Monetary Fund, which 

provide accurate figures in regard to foreign investment and employment.   

The influence of the law changed a traditional society and transformed it into the entity it 

is today. This influence needs to be examined and in this paper the law takes a central role in 

explaining how Saudi Arabia evolved into its present form. It is necessary to look at this 

situation through the law because it is a common view that guest workers are oppressed and 

overworked in this society. The law has enabled companies and managers to treat employees like 

this for the betterment of the state and to increase profits. The current field of scholarship is 

directed at the social and business situation in Saudi Arabia with regard to the guest worker 

problem but the legal aspect has been under examined as these laws have precedents that are fifty 

years old and were installed due to certain actions by ARAMCO which as a company distinctly 

shaped the current business atmosphere.   

Control over the economy was the central struggle for the Saudi Government prior to 

their takeover of ARAMCO in 1980. Prior to 1980 the state had limited control, labor law 

enabled the state to control companies operating within its borders. The tool most utilized in this 

struggle was not threats of nationalization but labor law. Currently guest workers represent a 

third of the population and have an unemployment rate of roughly .3%, hence the need for laws 

like Saudization and nitaqat as well as the foreign investment act. This is because these laws 

facilitated the hiring of Saudi over guest workers in an effort to reduce the native unemployment 

rate. These laws were intended to limit foreign influence in the Kingdom while also utilizing the 

foreign investment and manpower for the advancement of the Kingdom. The legal code had 
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enabled the state to gain absolute control over their economy and natural resources which 

contributes to the idea that codified labor law was necessary to install, as Sharia was unable to 

break American hegemony in Saudi Arabia prior to the introduction of the Labor and Workmen 

Code.  
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CHAPTER 1 

CONDITIONS THAT LED TO CODIFIED LABOR LAW 

 The Concession and Early Partnership 

The concession to Standard Oil of California was the initial blunder by the Saudi 

Government, the lack of codified law that needed to be adhered to by the oil companies was their 

second because the company had no legal guidelines for its practices. The clash of business 

cultures proved to be horrendous for the Saudi Government. Codified law in the Western World 

restricted companies to operating under a written set of rules and laws. Sharia in Saudi Arabia 

was not codified and each case applied to the individual and not the corporate entity, thus the 

company could not be charged with any crime.  

The year 1933 will begin this chapter because it was the year that Standard Oil of 

California began oil exploration. It will be the starting point in the chapter in order to examine 

the situation that existed before codified law. Prior to codification the Saudi Government faced a 

situation where they had very little claim to what would happen to their oil resources because of 

the contract. By telling this story it will become clear to why it was necessary for the government 

to create a codified labor law for the betterment of not only the government but also the much 

maligned Saudi workers. The year 1954 will conclude this first section of the first chapter on 

account of it being the year in which the government began to try to reclaim their economic 

sovereignty from the company.  

The initial oil concession to Standard Oil of California encompassed the entirety of the 

Eastern half of Saudi Arabia. The concession, ratified on June 10, 1933 gave the company 

exclusive rights to develop the lands from the Persian Gulf coast to Dahna near the center of the 
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country and from the Northernmost border to the Southernmost border. This area was deemed by 

Ibn Saud as an “exclusive zone”. In exchange for this concession, Standard Oil was under 

obligation to give a $50,000 loan in gold to the Saudi government with no attached interest and if 

oil was discovered there, the company would have to pay in a British currency of four shillings 

gold or the equivalent dollar amount per each ton of oil extracted from the lands in the kingdom 

annually. This was in addition to rent, at the rate of $5000 in gold each fiscal year. In 1933 the 

four gold shillings equaled $1.14.4 The agreement to develop oil in Saudi Arabia was slanted 

heavily in favor of the Americans because the Saudi government was unaware of how much oil 

that their country possessed in its borders, which is why they favored a flat fee and yearly rent 

instead of a large percentage. In the interest of a potentially high profit margin it was not in the 

interest of Standard Oil of California to divulge the amount of oil reserves that the kingdom 

possibly possessed off shore and on shore. 

Standard Oil of California established the California Arabian Oil Company after the oil 

exploration phase ended. At the time in 1934 the amount of expatriate workers was very small 

the workforce in Saudi Arabia consisted of only thirteen Americans that were tasked with finding 

ideal locations for oil exploration in Eastern Saudi Arabia. The construction of the first rig 

completed in the city of Dammam after oil exploration concluded in 1935 generated very 

lucrative results. This prompted Standard Oil of California to massively invest in the oil fields of 

Saudi Arabia as well as bringing in a new business partner to share costs. The increase in profits 

                                                           
4 Robertson, Nelson. Origins of the Saudi Arabian Oil Empire: Secret U.S. Documents, 1923-1944. Salisbury, N.C: 

Documentary Publications, 1979. Print. Pg. 69-74 Ter s of Sta dard Oil’s Co cessio  Agree e t 
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led Standard Oil of California to undertake a new business venture with a Texas oil company 

aptly named Texaco to found the Arabian-American Oil Company.5   

King Abdul-Aziz Ibn Saud had very interesting motives behind the oil concession which 

he granted to Standard Oil of California. The King although an ally of England was very 

distrustful of the British, who sought a concession with the King through their indirect 

intermediary, the Iraq Petroleum Company. The British oil companies had close ties with the 

administrators of the “Old Empire” and company policy could be construed as state policy.6 This 

was increasingly evident to the King by watching neighboring countries and regions succumb to 

British imperialism. Bahrain, Iraq and Oman were subjected to overt British influence or rule. 

It was with this fear of British imperialism King Ibn Saud cordially received members 

from Standard Oil of California. He knew that the American oil industry differed from the 

British oil industry due to the Sherman Anti-trust act of 1895, which forbade monopolies. John 

Rockefeller was forced to break up Standard Oil by creating Standard Oil of New Jersey, 

Standard Oil of New York and Standard Oil of California in 1909. This dissolution of Standard 

Oil caused Standard Oil of California to venture into foreign markets due to the recent influx of 

oil companies in the United States that had fractured into smaller companies. The hope Ibn Saud 

had for the involvement of Americans in Saudi Arabia was that of facilitating the establishment 

                                                           
5 Anderson, Irvine H. ARAMCO, The United States and Saudi Arabia: A Study of the Dynamics of Foreign Oil Policy, 

1933-1950. Princeton: Princeton UP, 1981. Print. Pg. 16-18 
6 Robertson, Nelson. Origins of the Saudi Arabian Oil Empire: Secret U.S. Documents, 1923-1944. Salisbury, N.C: 

Documentary Publications, 1979. Print. Pg. 66 Ter s of Sta dard Oil’s Co cessio  Agree e t 
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of a modern economy developing the domestic infrastructure of the Kingdom without interfering 

in the Kingdom’s politics.7   

 The politics of the Kingdom proved to be of high interest to the company and several 

complications to the procurement of oil were evident. The most paramount was the stability of 

the Saudi government. It was a fear that if Ibn Saud was deposed or if there happened to be an 

insurrection, would the company lose its territory? Saudi Arabia had recently been unified as a 

nation in 1932, following centuries of tribal warfare and ostensible subservience to the Ottoman 

Empire. The stability of the new nation was in question and a massive investment could backfire 

before oil could be extracted. To combat these fears, Standard Oil sent their lawyer Lloyd 

Hamilton to Jeddah to assess the situation by meeting with experts on the current political 

climate. Lloyd Hamilton met with H. St. John Philby, who was easily the most experienced 

westerner, and knowledgeable in the affairs of Ibn Saud as well as the current State of Saudi 

Arabia.8 

Philby was a career British Foreign Service officer and orientalist, who had become King 

Ibn Saud’s personal confidant. Hamilton met with Philby in Jeddah just before the concession 

was signed to assess the stability of the new kingdom as well as the intentions and integrity of 

King Ibn Saud. Philby assured Hamilton that Ibn Saud would not back out and that his successor 

would honor the proposed deal by citing Islamic Law. After his meeting with Hamilton, his 

services were put on retainer for Standard Oil. He was to be an on call local consultant and 
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influence peddler for the company.9 Philby referred to contract law in his rationale of why the 

King would not back out of the concession agreement. Under the Hanbali interpretation when a 

contract is signed the parties are bound by it until the end of the duration of the contract or unless 

the performance of one party is unsatisfactory that is specified in the contract. Philby, many 

sources claim, also helped keep the British out of Saudi Arabia due to his close proximity to Ibn 

Saud and pushed a concession for Standard Oil of California due to his apparent distaste for 

British imperialism.10 He is one of the actors who became a catalyst for the inception of 

ARAMCO by helping facilitate the concession for Standard Oil.       

Fred Davies, the president of the company, helped unveil the new name of the California 

Arabian Oil Company when the merger was finalized and production in Saudi Arabia increased 

to rival other oil producing nations. Thus the Arabian-American Oil Company was born. In 

1938, oil production from the Dammam rig hit a half million barrels a year. The following year, 

four million barrels were being produced.11 This leap in production gained the attention of the 

United States government, particularly after the outbreak of World War II.   

World War II became the landmark event that cemented ARAMCO as a company due to 

the volume of oil that was purchased by the United States Navy as well as the fact that Saudi 

Arabia lost state revenue because pilgrimage slowed due to the war, which forced the Saudi State 

to take on loans from ARAMCO. Excess borrowing contributed to their economic dependency 

on the company.12 This was a problem that Ibn Saud had faced before during WWI when 

pilgrimage from South Asia almost ceased because of the war. In a conversation with Philby, 
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King Abdul Aziz Ibn Saud remarked to Philby in 1926 that he would give a concession away for 

one million pounds. It was obvious that Ibn Saud was looking for a foreign benefactor to unlock 

the treasure laid beneath the sand and his desperation was evident when he signed the much 

regrettable concession contract. One of his benefits of doing business with an American 

company was the fact that he became an important ally of the United States. The Kingdom 

received direct American aid in 1941 in an effort to keep them in the American sphere of 

influence.13 

 Initial US aid came in autumn 1941 in the form of civil engineers and agricultural 

experts. This was an effort to strengthen the domestic food production capabilities of the Saudi 

state. This was the first effort by the United States to modernize Saudi Arabia and protect its 

recent investment in ARAMCO which was going to be critical to keep during their upcoming 

entry into World War II.14 The investment in ARAMCO emphasized the position of the company 

to policy makers in Washington due to their control over a virtual sea of oil that could be 

beneficial to the United States during and after the war.    

ARAMCO’s most prominent oil exploration and extraction effort was based in Dhahran 

and this city and the area surrounding it was to become the chief beneficiary of most of the aid 

coming from the United States. One of the first development efforts in Dhahran was the 

construction of the first airport in the country. This effort was spearheaded by the Department of 

the Army under the direction of a man identified as Colonel Snyder. It is essential to note that all 

consultation for these development efforts involved the opinion of Colonel Wilfred Eddy who 
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became close with King Ibn Saud and now was on the payroll of ARAMCO. In coordination 

efforts with ARAMCO it was the recommendation of the Secretary of State, Edward Stettinius 

who was also the former administrator of the Lend-Lease program announced that a US 

consulate would be built in Dhahran.15 

The development of Dhahran shows the growing ties between ARAMCO and the upper 

echelon of the United States government. Dhahran was a small town that was not comparable to 

cities like Riyadh and the capital in 1945, Jeddah. Saudi Arabia in 1945 was becoming a place of 

Strategic interest for the United States. This meant limited interference with the company from 

the policy makers in Washington who disregarded cables from consulate officials regarding the 

growing influence of the company in Saudi Arabia.16 

ARAMCO is referred to as “the oil company” in virtually every state department memo 

as if there is some distaste toward the company itself. On February 13, 1947, a State Department 

brief was sent by J. Rives Childs, the successor to Colonel Wilfred Eddy in which he expressed 

concern that ARAMCO had assumed diplomatic functions for the United States. He notes that 

ARAMCO officials in the Kingdom had made a request to Captain Murphy of the USS 

Cimarron, who was in charge of bringing foodstuffs to the Kingdom to allow ARAMCO 

employees assume that function due to their deep ties with the local government.17 

“The oil company” as ARAMCO was called, was surreptitious in their alleged power 

grab particularly in providing aid that came from the United States Government. Childs notes in 
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his second cable that the Crown Prince Faisal was having his transportation when leaving and 

entering the Kingdom arranged by ARAMCO and not the Saudi Arabian government. Childs 

places blame on Saudi Arabian government officials who do not know the difference between 

the United States government and ARAMCO.18 By acting as a part of the United States 

government the company created a forced reliance on the benevolence of ARAMCO to the Saudi 

State. This seemed to be a very minor transgression on the part of ARAMCO due to the United 

States refusal to confront the company. The United States since 1945 had been looking for ways 

to keep ARAMCO in place and ward off any advancement by British companies to infringe on 

Arabia. 

As oil production in Saudi Arabia eclipsed 150,000 barrels per day at the beginning of 

1946. King Ibn Saud desired an increase in royalties paid to the Saudi government. The original 

agreement stipulated four gold shillings per ton of oil or its dollar equivalent, which translated 

into twenty two cents of every barrel going to the Kingdom.19 In a letter from J.A. Moffett, 

former President of ARAMCO now representing a rival firm, sought to infringe on ARAMCO 

territory offered Ibn Saud sixty cents a barrel and 49% of the new joint venture. This interest was 

brushed aside eventually by Ibn Saud, whose reassurances were noted in a State Department 

memo dated January 16, 1947.20 

 King Ibn Saud demonstrated that he wished for Saudi oil to remain in “American hands”, 

more specifically ARAMCO. This expressed opinion, which in Saudi Arabia at that that time 

was law shows how deep the commitment was to ARAMCO. The King was also heavily in debt 
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to the company which gave him little room to maneuver. Ibn Saud also did not want any other 

foreign interference in his Kingdom. It seemed that his biggest fear was to have an open door 

policy in the Kingdom.21 This fear most likely stemmed from the ulema or religious clerics that 

protested an influx of large numbers of non-Muslims in the Islamic holy land. Though this 

protest was noted, it was not very significant. While ARAMCO in 1947 maintained stability in 

Saudi Arabia as well as maintaining the safety of their coveted concession. The concession 

ensured that the Saudi Government remained dependent on the company through the oil revenue. 

Throughout the entirety of the 1940s, the Saudi Kingdom was running a deficit in State 

finances. The loss of the pilgrimage due to World War II and increased spending due to the oil 

revenues brought in by ARAMCO led Ibn Saud to borrow extensively from ARAMCO in form 

of advances on oil royalties and loans from the United States. This led to the King owing more 

than $50 million to the United States and ARAMCO.22 The kingdom would surely collapse 

economically if the company left or called in the debt owed. This forced Ibn Saud to remain 

dependent on the company. Ibn Saud’s finance minister Sheikh Abdullah Suleiman, incited a 

controversy that led to a brief rift that drastically changed King Ibn Saud’s opinion of 

ARAMCO.23 This was an attempt to deceive the company into paying allegedly owed royalties. 

The disagreement was centered on the price of gold. Gold prices were to be used when 

calculating how much was owed to the State in oil royalties.  

The original concession agreement stipulated that all oil revenues to Saudi Arabia were to 

be paid in gold or the equivalent dollar value. It was not until late 1946 that controversy arose 
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due to the agreement. Sheikh Suleiman became dismayed and enraged because he felt that 

ARAMCO should be using Jeddah’s market to determine the price of gold while William Moore, 

who was the president of ARAMCO, believed that the New York market price for gold should 

be the standard.24 If the price of gold was determined in Jeddah, King Ibn Saud could exert his 

influence to increase prices causing royalties to increase, thus putting himself in charge of 

controlling how much the country would be owed.  

The key issue was that ARAMCO paid the Saudi government in dollars based on the 

New York prices which cut the oil royalties that Sheikh Suleiman expected in half. In 1946 the 

average price of gold by the pound in New York was $8.25 while in Jeddah it was fluctuating 

from $14 to $20. King Ibn Saud became infuriated due to what he saw as treachery. This fury 

exhibited by the King resulted in angry complaints to the State Department and lashing out at 

ARAMCO President William Moore. In 1947 this transgression was resolved when Moore 

traveled to Saudi Arabia for a meeting with Sheikh Suleiman and negotiated a new price. The 

negotiation resulted in Moore storming out of the meeting twice which ended in gridlock. King 

Ibn Saud quelled the rage and settled the dispute personally.25   

Despite the issue being resolved the relationship between the company and Ibn Saud was 

irreparably damaged. Ibn Saud demanded that the company pay the difference from the last five 

years as well as a rail road and a new harbor in Jeddah. Moore eventually settled with the King 

by agreeing to $12 for each gold pound and the construction of a railroad that would link Riyadh 
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and Dhahran. The trust shared between Ibn Saud and the officials that ran ARAMCO had been 

violated. The price that was agreed upon was satisfactory to both parties.26  

The gold standard of the contract was not specified in the contract, however the issue of 

which cities price of gold had never arisen until 1947 when the Kingdom became heavily in debt 

to ARAMCO. The legal problem that existed was exacerbated by the fact that King Ibn Saud did 

not use any legal scholars in the country to solve this problem which illuminates the fact that 

when problems would arise it would be the highest authority in the country that would solve the 

problems. A regulatory body was necessary as well as the need for a renegotiation of the 

concession. It became clear to Ibn Saud that his natural resources were being exploited and there 

was lack of support in the legal system that could facilitate a solution to the problem. The loss of 

potential revenue by compromising with the company was not a complete loss but it did 

highlight that efforts by the kingdom to gain more from their partnership with ARAMCO was 

failing. 

William Moore president of ARAMCO in 1947, as part of the compromise saw an 

opportunity to increase ARAMCO’s aid to Saudi Arabia, while also receiving a tax break in 

America. Moore agreed to aid Ibn Saud in developing his infrastructure as a way to mend the 

slightly fractured relationship. Each year the company would give Saudi Arabia $5 million to 

build railroads that linked Dammam and Dhahran and a deep water harbor on the Western side of 

Saudi Arabia. This development effort was able to become a tax write off on account that it was 

technically philanthropy. In reality it was a way to link ARAMCO’s base in Dhahran with its 

satellite camps and refineries and establish a port with the ability to house large ships near 
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ARAMCO’s base of operations.27 Dhahran, would also become a hub for the US military in the 

region that would allow government protection for ARAMCO operations as well as a 

strengthened relationship with Ibn Saud. 

United States military aid was an aspiration that the Crown Prince Faisal held. Following 

the recognition of Israel by the United States in 1948, Faisal caused a ruckus with the American 

ambassador J. Rives Childs by stating that America had much to learn from the British in terms 

of proper diplomacy. It was also at this time in late 1948 that Faisal gave Childs options for 

appeasing his needs. The Saudis had long sought American military aid in the form of weapons 

and training. Ibn Saud supported this request whole heartedly by adding that in return for this 

type of aid, the United States would be allowed to open military installations anywhere in the 

Kingdom.28  The problem that kept President Truman from accepting this proposal was the 

condition that the United States would have had to actively help fix the Palestinian debacle, 

which meant dropping support for Israel. ARAMCO officials fully supported military aid to 

Saudi Arabia but the stipulation to remove support for Israel was beyond their capabilities and 

Ibn Saud would not be flexible on the Israeli issue.29   

 This request was rebuffed by President Truman, but he did believe that American military 

aid would soon begin flowing into Saudi Arabia after the Israeli-Palestinian problem quelled 

after 1948. Prince Faisal had rejected an offer of aid from Britain on account of his thought that 
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soon American aid was inevitable.30 The constant presence of the United States Navy in the 

Persian Gulf that was receiving oil for their ships and more importantly from the ARAMCO 

airstrip that was allowed to be turned into an airbase/airport for the Army and civilians in 

Dhahran. It appeared as if the United States government was keeping a close eye on ARAMCO’s 

operation with the airbase in Dhahran but the base proved to be beneficial to the company as a 

form of protection from the United States.31 

 The overt military presence was favored by ARAMCO as well as military aid for the 

Saudis. These two factors would only ensure the protection of their concession. The company 

management led by William Moore and Fred Davies enjoyed the protection of their concession 

by American warships. The military presence of the United State was perfect because they had 

an arm guarding their investment in Saudi Arabia. While military aid for the Saudis would 

bolster the state to defend itself it would also begin to draw a closer link to America which would 

only concretely solidify ARAMCO’s future in the Kingdom. 

The effort by ARAMCO in pursuing military aid in 1948 for the Saudi Arabian 

government gave credence to the belief that the company was growing too powerful in the 

region. In a secret State Department dispatch an official in Jeddah identified as Robert Eakens 

implores the Washington office to send more personnel to counter the influence of ARAMCO 

officials on the Saudi government. Eakens notes that Saudi government officials know 

ARAMCO officials better than they know those that work for the United States government. He 

cites an earlier brief from ambassador J. Rives Childs who asserted that the company had 

assumed many functions that were specific to the State Department. It seems that the 
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Department's presence and function was hardly known in the Kingdom and to those who know 

of the State Department, they assumed that ARAMCO officials represent it.32 The confusion 

resulted from Colonel Eddy, who was the former ambassador to Saudi Arabia and then became 

an employee of ARAMCO doing the exact same job he did while working for the government. 

He also had many more high level contacts in both Washington and Saudi Arabia due to his 

extensive work in the country which helped him influence both governments.  

The key point that Childs states, the company is operating without any oversight due to 

the lack of department officials and government scrutiny. He was referencing the labor uprisings 

in late 1947 by Saudis and Italians in the Dhahran camps which were unsupported by the Saudi 

government. The only assistance that became available was the advice from an official in 

Washington that Childs should offer diplomatic assistance to company officials who need help 

negotiating or in civil works projects that ARAMCO is building for the Saudis.33 This is the 

clearest indication that the United States government had given the company no limits in Saudi 

Arabia and permission to maximize profits by all means available. 

Despite his best efforts following the gold controversy, Ibn Saud remained economically 

dependent on ARAMCO. The agreement by ARAMCO president William Moore and King Ibn 

Saud required ARAMCO to build railroads and a new harbor to support the growing Saudi 

Arabian infrastructure. These public works projects helped bolster ARAMCO’s image in Saudi 

Arabia. They also kept Ibn Saud dependent on the company because with the exception of a few 
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State Department projects there were no other international efforts to help establish a modern 

Saudi Arabia.34 

 The fear that the State Department had toward ARAMCO was that they would disregard 

the boundaries of their concession and begin to drill off shore without any approval and ending 

all hope of establishing proper competition. This fear did materialize in a strange form. James 

Duce a Vice President of ARAMCO sent an expedition to the Persian Gulf near Qatar in April 

1949 under the guise of demarcating the borders of the kingdom. He also claimed that his men 

were acting on the orders of King Ibn Saud. Following the mission Duce’s geologist’s concluded 

that there was oil off the East coast of Saudi Arabia.35 This discovery led to another concession 

in 1950 and numerous problems as the role of oil in the world was increasing and the concession 

limited the royalties paid to Saudi Arabia.  

In 1954 and 1958 the Saudi Arabian Government challenged certain aspects of the 

concession including the exclusivity of the shipping contracts after they concluded a secret 

agreement with Onassis Shipping to ship Saudi oil in an effort to break the ARAMCO 

monopoly. In an effort to gain more from their oil reserves King Saud had challenged that the 

contract did not specify exclusive shipping rights for ARAMCO. The hearings were heard by 

several arbitrators including Saba Habachy an Egyptian expert of Sharia. Both commission of 

arbitrators concluded that ARAMCO in the contract received exclusive rights to maintain 

shipping contracts as well as the reaffirmation of the binding legality of the concession 

agreement that allowed ARAMCO exclusive rights to the oil supply of Saudi Arabia. This was a 

failure of Sharia in the arbitration hearings since Habachy notes that the concession was initially 
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verified by Hanbali legal experts in Saudi Arabia. There were several justification made by 

Habachy that even under Sharia this contract must be honored. 

In 1948 a supplemental concession agreement was signed by ARAMCO and Saudi 

Arabia stating that in addition to the right to explore and extract oil on land, the concession 

expanded to the territorial waters and islands possessed by the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The 

supplemental agreement was challenged by the government on the grounds that the company 

only had an exclusive right to transport oil inside the exclusive zone, meaning that the 

government had the right to hire its own shipping company to ship oil internationally in order to 

break apart the ARAMCO monopoly in the country. This provision in the supplemental 

concession did not mention shipping outside of the country but Habachy, the chief arbitrator in 

both cases asserted that there wasn’t any legal justification both Sharia or the concession that 

supported the Saudi Arabian Government’s assertion that they were legally allowed to break 

apart the shipping monopoly and create competition on account of the lack of supporting 

documentation in the language of the concession. The Saudi Government contended that the 

concession must be renegotiated due to their assumption that ARAMCO did not have the right to 

ship Saudi Oil to areas outside the exclusive zone.36 This assumption was outlandish and it 

lacked substance. If ARAMCO did not have the right to ship oil outside of the ARAMCO 

exclusive zone of the Eastern half of the Arabian Peninsula, then how would oil be shipped 

abroad? Also the contract expressly forbade any shipping from outside companies in the 

exclusive zone. This conundrum proved to be baseless as the arbitrators unanimously agreed that 

a restriction on international shipping was not outlined in the concession and the provisions of 
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the exclusive zone forbade any involvement from other companies unless authorized by 

ARAMCO as noted in the concession.      

Habachy vetoed the application of the Hanbali interpretation of Islamic Law in the 

arbitration hearing on account of his citation that the Hanbali interpretation does not include any 

precedents or information on mining or maritime concessions. The failure of implementing 

Sharia into the arbitration hearing was another reason for Saudi Arabia to enact a more concrete 

legal code. Habachy, however four years after the case was concluded wrote an article justifying 

the arbitrator’s decision through the Hanbali interpretation of Sharia.37 

The decision to exclude Saudi Law in the arbitration hearings did not greatly affect the 

outcome of the decision by the committee according to Habachy. He asserts that any commercial 

dealing (mu’amalat) where there are no existing violations to Sharia must be adhered to by both 

parties. Furthermore, Habachy cited the Sunnah where the Prophet Muhammad and the Four 

Rightly Guided Caliphs would use arbitrators to give a ruling if the Prophet was involved in the 

dispute thus justifying the arbitrators decision on account of the fact that King Saud was 

personally involved in the dispute. In addition to this, he cited from the Quran Ayat Al Nahl 

16:91, “Be faithful to your pledge to God, when you enter into a pact”.38  

Under Islamic contract law in Saudi Arabia prior to codification, contracts could be 

voided if a Qadi reviews it and deems that a provision does not abide by the core tenets of 

Sharia. Violations could include deliberate riba but the contract itself is viewed under the 

Hanbali interpretation as law itself and as long as the contract does not contain any violations of 

Sharia it is legally binding. The concession itself is for sixty years meaning that so long as there 
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is not a violation committed by ARAMCO the contract would remain active until both parties 

declare it null and void.     

According to Hallaq, the concession would have remained unaltered due to the style of 

the Hanbalis and their interpretation on contracts. Explicit wording is the focus of a Hanbali 

contract, meaning the concession is very clear and would not be able to be challenged on account 

of the parameters being explicitly defined. With regard to shipping rights, the focus of the case in 

1954, in the contract the shipping rights were not clearly defined, therefore they could be 

challenged. Hallaq contends that the Hanbalis would only allow vague language in matter of 

divorce and emancipation from slavery.39 In matters of ijara (exchange), Hanbali interpretation 

places an emphasis on duration of a contract as well as performance. The performance aspect of 

the company could not be challenged due to its large profit margins and the performance of its 

laborers are a testament to their gradual increase in profits.40 The concession agreement would 

have remained unbroken under the Hanbali interpretation of the law. The contract was explicit in 

its wording and the vague shipping provision could not be successfully challenged as well.  

This case provides clear justification of the both the problems that Saudi Arabian 

Government faced as well as an indication that codified law would soon occur. Directly after the 

decision of the arbitrators, King Saud declared international arbitration was no longer an option 

for settling disputes. The loss of the case cemented the fact that any aspect of the concession 

could not be challenged by the Saudi Government. This fact allowed ARAMCO to retain virtual 

control over the Saudi economy and illustrated to the Saudi Government that international 

arbitration and more importantly Sharia could not dismantle the ARAMCO monopoly that 
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existed in Saudi Arabia. The only two options that became available to the government was to 

buy the company or create a new set of rules that the company had to adhere to since they were 

unable to break apart the monopoly. 

Problems in the Camps and Early Saudi Law in Effect 

As the first section of this chapter focused on the development and dynamic of the 

ARAMCO-Saudi Government relationship, this section begins the examination of American 

exceptionalism. The inclusion of why it became necessary to establish a legal code for the 

workers and not just for the company will be heavily examined in this chapter through various 

legal cases as well as labor riots. There is one riot that will be focused on because it was the 

largest labor riot in the country and highlighted the labor and living conditions that Saudi 

workers were forced to endure. This event helped prompt the change in laws which are evident 

in the 1969 legal code, particularly those that state rights and privileges for Saudi workers. 

The legal cases that are included in this chapter are cases of Americans tried under Sharia 

before codification. To demonstrate how the legal code of 1969 would have affected the outcome 

of these cases, an analysis is included to show the outcome of these cases if they were to have 

occurred after 1969. In addition to the cases, there was an internal struggle that existed between 

the ulema and the government over the inclusion of codified law which added to the mounting of 

problem of how to insert laws that would limit the power of ARAMCO. Attempts by the Saudi 

Government to establish codified law in commercial matters must be noted because, the problem 

of having a company operating without any rules was recognized early but attempts to codify 

labor law was stymied by the ulema, thus allowing the company and its Western employees to 

maintain their exceptional status.     
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Labor law in Saudi Arabia during the American led ARAMCO era wasn’t codified, 

which presented many problems for the government due to their lack of control over the law. 

Western workers were often treated as if they were above the law while indigenous workers 

suffered due to the lack of laws focusing on living standards and treatment of workers. The 

apathetic attitude of the government toward the treatment of native workers prompted labor 

disputes and riots that would eventually change the perspective of the government on business 

practices in Saudi Arabia. Unrest from labor conditions led to the Saudi Government’s reliance 

on issuing legal decrees in order to take unilateral action that would alter the laws of the 

kingdom without consultation from the ulema.41 

Prior to codification there were attempts by the Saudi Government to codify the labor 

law, the most ambitious attempt was the Labor Regulations of 1947. This set of laws functioned 

only as guidelines for ARAMCO and did not serve any other purpose.42 The code was largely 

ineffective due to the labor riots that followed in the 1950s. The Saudi Government also had 

attempted to supplement this ineffective law code with an independent commercial court that 

would preside over labor and cases that related to business. It is clear that both of these efforts to 

regulate the business practices of ARAMCO were generally ineffectual for two reasons. The first 

was resistance from the Ulema, that thought they were competent and capable to handle these 

cases and felt that codification violated the Hanbali interpretation of Islam on account of the 

stringent code that did not allow qadis to exercise ijtihad in their judgments.43 Secondly, the 
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influence of ARAMCO was too strong at the time and from the history of ARAMCO there was 

very little effort made to abide by this law code.    

  Former president of the Permanent Board of the Supreme Judicial Council, Sheikh Salih 

Al Lahaydan asserted that Hanbali judges did not have to use Hanbali doctrine to decide the 

outcome of a case. The juristic freedom enjoyed by qadis within Saudi Arabia was a part of the 

agreement between the House of Saud and Abd Al Wahhab. Resistance to the idea of 

codification stemmed from the potential loss of the juristic freedom that they enjoyed.44 The 

erosion of the freedom that qadis enjoyed was isolated to matters of labor and economics. These 

areas are where most of the codification of law took place within the legal system.  

Early attempts to establish codified laws by the Saudi Government were met with stiff 

resistance from the ulema. An early attempt to establish a set law code for commercial law in 

1930 that included 600 articles were largely ineffective like almost every law code until 1969 

because the ulema refused to use it in the Sharia Courts.45 The lack of application of the King’s 

Law or laws that are decreed illuminated the friction between King Abdal Aziz Ibn Saud and the 

ulema during that time. While the king in comparison with his son Faisal is not viewed as a 

reformer, it is clear that he did try to centralize authority by decreeing laws that usurp the 

ulema’s control over the legal system. Virtually all of his attempts to codify the legal system 

were thwarted by the ulema or ARAMCO which diminished his authority in his own kingdom. 

Nonetheless, Ibn Saud established codified law that marked the beginning of change within the 

Saudi State that would slowly progress until the late 1960s when most of the laws in the country 

became codified.  
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Ibn Saud established separate courts that handled commercial matters, however these 

commercial courts like most of his initiatives were disregarded by the ulema and became 

ineffectual. The commercial court initiative spawned resentment from the ulema in general, but 

as a part of their juristic freedom one legal scholar in Mecca welcomed the idea of a codified law 

structure similar to the Ottoman Majalla. Abdallah Al Qari created a law code that encompassed 

every aspect of the law, Majallat al ahkam al sharia in 1940. This set of laws was ambitious and 

derived most of its law from the old Ottoman Majalla. The key difference in his version was, the 

laws were apparently altered to fit in with Hanbali principles. This code was rejected by both the 

king in addition to the ulema but it did show that codification was possible and acceptable within 

the Hanbali interpretation of sharia if a scholar was willing to codify it.46  

This law code was a precedent for the justification of later law codes enacted by the 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. It is a different precedent than the one set by Ibn Saud and his 600 

article commercial regulations47. This precedent provides justification that some members of the 

ulema were willing to accept codification in the legal system. In addition to this justification the 

creation of this law code invigorated the belief that the ulema was willing to capitulate to the will 

of the king. This code never became law, however the willingness of members of the ulema to 

appease the king was fully illuminated.   

 Codified labor law was becoming inevitable in the sense that the government was 

ardently trying to establish a type of codified law without success. The inevitability of codified 

law took form in 1962 when the Crown Prince Faisal issued his Ten Points Declaration that 

would become the basis of change in Saudi Arabia after Faisal ascended to the throne of Saudi 
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Arabia. Point eight is the most ambitious due to the resistance against it in previous years. Point 

eight calls for the establishment of codified labor law.48 At this time in 1962 oil production had 

been rapidly increasing and Saudi workers were still marginalized within the ARAMCO caste 

system that had taken shape. An important provision of point eight was an establishment of an 

independent court, separate from the Sharia Courts that would enforce these laws. Faisal’s 

ambitious plan to separate the courts would weaken the power of the religious authorities and 

centralize leadership under the king by the establishment of a court system under the control of 

the king. Furthermore, the ulema would not be obligated to enforce these laws in the Sharia 

Courts but they would lose control over labor and commercial disputes.49 

 The ulema was removed from influencing labor law, which was ideal for Faisal, who 

could now assert his authority through the labor law. By creating a law code that was beneficial 

to the State and had a function that would increase the power of the government, Faisal became 

able to limit the influence of foreign companies that took advantage of the Saudi State. Labor 

Law served two functions, increasing the power of the government by gaining control over 

economic legal functions and establishing control over the economy of the State by establishing 

a list of rules that they had to adhere to, most notably the quotas of Saudis in management and 

technical positions that would in the future make a takeover of a large company easier. This is in 

reference to the Saudi buyout of ARAMCO in the 1980s. 

 The types of courts that were established under the direction of Faisal with regard to 

labor law were called primary commissions and were responsible for all labor disputes. They 

were effective because the commissions had more than one judge. The important factor in these 
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commissions were that only one of the judges had to be a member of the ulema and the rest were 

economic and labor experts.50 This meant that the primary commissions were attached to the 

religious authorities but also under the strict control of the government.       

The Hejaz Commercial Court was eventually abolished in 1955 after protest from the 

Ulema; which felt that Sharia should hold exclusive legal precedence in the country. In 1967 the 

commercial courts took shape and were reestablished under the control of the Ministry of Justice 

and more importantly the Ministry of Commerce. The inclusion of the Ministry of Commerce 

marked the introduction of true secular law being introduced into the Kingdom. Under the decree 

of King Faisal a code of Labor regulations were established and were used as laws that governed 

labor and commerce.51 

The resistance to these courts came from both the ulema and foreign investors for 

different reasons. Investors did not like the fact that these commissions were not fully codified 

and fact that most judges continued to use fiqh to help determine their decisions. Foreign 

investors and businessmen were unable to fully understand the law because it was still in a grey 

area and a clear prediction of a case seemed impossible to determine. The reliance on the 

conservative Hanbali School of Jurisprudence left investors in a precarious position during the 

1970s due to their lack of legal knowledge.52 

In addition to resistance from foreign investors and businessmen for lack of a completely 

codified law, the Saudi government faced resistance from the ulema for having legal regulations 

and codes within these quasi-courts. The lack of overall dependence on Sharia created a rift 
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between the ulema and King Faisal. It could be said at this time in the early 1970s was the 

beginning the state’s control over the legal experts of Saudi Arabia.53 The fact of the matter was 

that King Faisal was performing a balancing act between the main contributors of his economy 

and the experts that made up his legal system and religious hierarchy. Where Ibn Saud failed in 

neutralizing the ulema through codified law, Faisal succeeded by establishing a separate court 

system for commercial disputes as well as comprehensively bolstering the rights of workers that 

would allow vertical movement in the oil company for native workers. In addition to the reforms 

in the law, the state became more centralized with the establishment of modern ministries of 

labor and commercial matters which assumed the power to make suggestions to the laws that 

would be implemented through siyasa (royal legal decree).54 More regulation from the 

government over ARAMCO’s activities would limit unscrupulous labor practices and end an era 

that restrained Saudi Arabian empowerment. 

Law in Saudi Arabia was very favorable to American companies for several reasons. 

There wasn’t a guideline to acceptable labor practices, meaning that ARAMCO could increase 

their profit margin by any and all means. This is evident in Robert Vitalis’s book America’s 

Kingdom in which he describes American exceptionalism and their racist attitude toward the 

native workers. Aside from the expatriate workers demeaning treatment of the native workers, 

the Saudi Government became very rich during the early 1950s due to the mass exportation of oil 

from the Kingdom. The American investment in the Kingdom was massive meaning the 
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Government and all its entities were very lenient to the American Workers and their profitable 

companies.55  

Going back to the introduction of this section, the cases in this section serve a special 

purpose by providing examples of how the law favored Westerners as well as how the 1969 

would have changed the outcome of these cases. A depiction of the legal system examined in the 

cases contributes to the notion that legally it was difficult to convict members of the company on 

account of new technologies or a lack of belief from an abused employee because he had only 

one witness instead of the required two. In these cases an analysis of how the courts decided the 

cases is required in order to illuminate how the qadi came to his decision. These cases provide 

justification for the idea that the era prior to 1969 was heavily unfavorable to the lower echelon 

employees of the company based on their legal rights. 

An American ARAMCO employee was brought to trial in a Saudi Sharia Court by a 

Saudi worker on the accusation stated by the plaintiff that the American had slandered his name 

and assaulted him. The details of the assault and slander are that the American kicked the Saudi 

employee in the right leg and called him a “son of a bastard”.  The basis for this reasoning is the 

fact that Saudi ARAMCO workers, especially low level employees were not treated in the best 

regard compared to all the foreign workers that were brought into the Kingdom from the West as 

well as from East Africa and South Asia.56   

In the small oil producing town of Ablqiaq a local Qadi heard the case presented by the 

defendant, while the defendant presented one witness to attest to is version of the events for 
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which he was on trial. Unfortunately the precise dates and the names of the plaintiff and 

defendant have been withheld and the date is only identified as 1965. The Qadi concluded that 

since he did not have the minimum requirement of two witnesses, he would be required by the 

Qadi presiding over the case to take an oath in order to proclaim his innocence. The choice for 

the American was simple, be found guilty and face deportation or prison, or take an oath in order 

to proclaim innocence. The issue of religion was brought up by the Qadi on account of the 

American being a professed Christian. The oath that the American must take was to be tailored 

to his faith in order to ensure that he would tell the truth and abstain from lying.57  

"I (defendant's name) in the Name of God Who gave Jesus, Son of Mary, the Holy Bible 

and with His Will made Him cure the sick, the leper, and the deaf, swear that I did not kick 

(plaintiff's name) in the right leg nor did I call him the son of a bastard." 

After taking this oath, the American was immediately released and continued to work in 

Saudi Arabia.58  Unfortunately the reaction of the Saudi employee was not documented as well 

as what the exact punishment would have been if the American would have been found guilty 

but it seems that deportation was most likely the course that the court would have taken due to 

the enormous influence that ARAMCO had on the government during that time period. The legal 

justification for taking the oath and being set free immediately thereafter originated from a hadith 

in which the Prophet Muhammad states in a case involving a man accused of stealing property 

without witnesses an oath is the last legal course of action.59  However it is in the interest of 

justice that if a plaintiff loses they can reopen the case if evidence is presented that can 
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incriminate the defendant then the judge will allow and punish the defendant for both the crime 

and taking a false oath.60   

 By taking the oath the defendant has proven his innocence under Saudi Sharia. In Saudi 

Sharia it is the responsibility of the plaintiff to provide the evidence and the duty of the 

defendant to take an oath if there is a lack of evidence so unlike the American legal system a lack 

of evidence does not mean the case will be thrown out. There must be a pronouncement of 

innocence from the defendant. This makes the case against the American very clear, also the lack 

of two male Muslim witnesses for the plaintiff discredits his claim. The witnesses are regarded as 

evidence bayyina and moral character ‘adl which would make them eligible to be witnesses 

would be judged by the Qadi if the Qadi had known them prior to the trial or by two other 

witnesses that are unaffiliated with the case.61  While witnesses were not involved in this case, 

the lack of viable witnesses for the plaintiff was the sole reason he lost the case.   

   The issue of oath taking in Saudi Arabia is fair yet seemingly complex. While this case 

did not have the required amount of witnesses needed to support a case, the significance is, if the 

plaintiff presented two witnesses of good character as noted above then the defendant would not 

be able to present any witnesses of his own. The last recourse the defendant has is he could 

present witnesses to discredit the witnesses brought forth by the plaintiff, although the defendant 

cannot bring his own witnesses to give credence to his story once the plaintiff has presented his 

witnesses. The case that was examined did not have witnesses, witnesses usually decide cases 

like the one presented.62   
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 This case would have been decided much differently if the incident had occurred four 

years later after codification. The Labor and Workmen Law Code of 1969 describe workmen’s 

rights in a professional setting. In article 83 of the code which specifies workmen’s rights and 

conduct in the workplace. Under the law the workman would be able to prove his claims under 

the law which requires a work environment to be a place of tolerance.63 Since the employer was 

the aggressor the employer would not have his contract terminated but would have to be 

reprimanded by his company. The workman, if he chose to leave the company would receive 

severance pay or another type of award for his previous service covered under article 84. Under 

article 84 the employer must give a monetary award to the employee based on the ruling of the 

Primary Commission. Covered under subsection six of the labor code if the employer through his 

actions caused unfair treatment of the worker then the worker if he elects to leave the company is 

entitled to an award which will be assessed by the Primary Commission. In this case the 

employee accusing his employer of abuse would be awarded monetary compensation based on 

the judgment of the Commission.64 In this instance the Qadis hearing the case could use ijtihad 

to decide the case. This is a legal grey area in which the Qadis, if applicable could use Sharia to 

decide the case on account of the lack of criteria in the labor law specifically subsection six of 

article 84. If the issue is not clear to the Qadis based on the labor law, then independent 

reasoning is permitted. In matters of labor as proven, independent reasoning was not strong 

enough to create an egalitarian environment for native workers which gave credence to the belief 

that codified law would be the only system to establish a situation where foreign companies 
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would be subjected to government regulations. Similar cases attested to the fact that codified law 

was necessary due to the ineffectiveness of Sharia on ARAMCO.   

A similar case occurred in 1944 involving an American working for ARAMCO as a truck 

driver resulted in a similar fashion as the previous stated case. In this case the truck driver hit and 

killed a Saudi while driving his truck on a worksite resulting in what could be called an industrial 

accident. It should be noted, during the day of the accident it was very foggy, which was the 

cornerstone of the argument for the defendant because it inhibited his vision and caused him to 

hit the pedestrian. That was the first time an American had been put on trial in Saudi Arabia.  

The case was brought before the local Qadi and eventually ruled that reparations or blood 

money was to be paid because the death was an accident. The sum was not mentioned in the 

article but it was noted that ARAMCO paid the legal fees and since the death was ruled an 

indirect accident blood money was paid to the man’s family. A key fact in the case that made it 

hard to gain a conviction was the fact that the victim was hit with a truck. In 1944 there were not 

any legal precedents or any opinions regarding cars in the Kingdom.65  This lack of knowledge 

about cars contributed to the simplicity of the case in which the Qadi could not make a proper 

ruling due to the lack information about cars which resulted in the death being ruled accidental. 

 This case became a precedent for involuntary vehicular manslaughter and the defense had 

been used many times since 1944. In Frank Vogel’s Islamic Law and Legal System: Study of 

Saudi Arabia, he cites this case as the beginning of legal opinions involving deaths by 

automobiles. While the car is the direct cause of a person’s death like using a club or an object to 

kill someone, in the legal code it is ruled indirect if a motorist can prove that the collision was 
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not intentional or premeditated then blood money is not owed to the family and the driver will be 

found not guilty.66  

 The case of American hitting the Saudi was used as a precedent in several cases but one 

in particular, involving a foreign worker has proven that Saudi law is unbiased. A Syrian 

working for a State owned Water Company was driving his truck and struck a Saudi man with 

ten children and upon citing this case the Syrian would not have to pay blood money due to the 

accident being unintentional and not premeditated. While the heirs of the man that was killed 

were upset, a car is not classified as a weapon used to kill unless the drivers had the intention to 

kill.67  

If this case were to occur after 1969 it would have fallen under the jurisdiction of labor 

law would have case could have been presented to the Primary Commission that would have had 

a different outcome. This incident could be classified as an industrial accident on account of the 

incident happening on company property. Under article 174 of the labor code, this incident since 

it did result in a death must first be brought to the Sharia Courts for a criminal ruling but 

following the decision of the Sharia Courts, the Primary Commission may hear the case.68  In the 

Sharia Courts the cause and who is at fault would be determined and the amount of blood money 

owed would also be assessed. Following the hearing, the case can be taken to the Primary 

Commission for another trial and the Commission has the right to add any other punitive 

damages to the plaintiff. Under article 174, subsection two which is supported by article 179, the 

law allows the Primary Commission to handle labor law cases so long as there is an injury.69  As 
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stated above if there is a death then the Sharia Courts have jurisdiction over the case but it could 

be sent to the Primary commission for trial.70  This case, like the slander case of 1965 would 

have a different outcome if the codified law had existed. 

  The key change in this case would be that the man who was hit would receive blood 

money from the company and not the individual since he was working and the incident was on 

company property.71  As stated above the Sharia Court where the case was handled used ijtihad 

to find the defendant innocent on account of it being an accident.72  The law code would have 

held the company responsible because he was using a car belonging to the company and it 

occurred on company property.73  At this time ARAMCO was in control of Saudi Arabia’s 

economy and controlled their debt by granting loans to the kingdom in return for advances in oil 

revenue.  It would’ve not been in King Ibn Saud’s interest to provoke this company. 

The significance with this case is the fact that ARAMCO while paying all of the legal 

fees demonstrated that the company planned on ensuring that American employees would be 

above the law in Saudi Arabia.74   In these two cases there exists a comfort zone enjoyed by 

Western employees in Saudi Arabia. Due to the massive amount of capital that was brought into 

the country by ARAMCO it is obvious that there would be a lack of prosecutions and 

convictions on Americans.75  The introduction of industrial accidents in the Kingdom created a 

major difficulty to the legal system in determining who is at fault. In addition new technologies 
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that arrived like the mass inclusion of the automobile made it hard initially to apply these issues 

in the law. Situations like these helped prompt the Saudi government to reform their legal system 

and adapt it to the 20th century. 

 The legal exceptionalism given to Americans in the Saudi legal system was not 

transferred over to native Saudi workers and Indians or the Italians that were brought over from 

Eritrea. In ARAMCO company towns like Dhahran and Damman that were created in the desert 

near the oil fields, only the domiciles of the Americans were equipped with actual flooring, air 

conditioning and other essential amenities that would make living in the desert marginally 

tolerable. The homes of the Saudi and Indian workers were mostly tents with a cot to sleep on. 

The obvious differences between the two camps spurred on massive labor riots and the Saudi 

legal system proved to be inept in handling the challenge by their citizens to help create equality 

in the company towns.76  

The inadequate housing situation as well as the length of the average workday which 

surpassed ten hours contributed to the unrest that was growing in post-war Saudi Arabia. There 

was a significant divide on how expatriate workers from the West and how native and guest 

workers from South Asia and different parts of the Middle East. The Western workers lived in 

separate gated communities equipped with modern amenities such as movie theaters and 

restaurants while the native Saudi workers had a living space and virtually nothing else. The long 

days of working in the desert for low wages spurred the inevitable riots that forced ARAMCO to 
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bend to a few of the demands put forth by the workers. The Saudi Government however rebuffed 

every demand and ordered mass arrests and deportations.77 

It is clear that ARAMCO officials saw an opportunity to exploit the concession granted to 

them by Ibn Saud due to the lack of restrictions on labor practices. Prior to the 1956 labor riots at 

Ras Tanura ARAMCO clearly exploited their workers by subjecting them to long work days that 

would be condemned by the United States if they occurred in the United States but there was not 

a law against the work day in Saudi Arabia. There were few attempts by ARAMCO to appease 

their workers, one of these attempts was the switch to an eight and a half hour workday and the 

formation of a six day workweek.78 This was a switch from a workweek that was indeterminable 

and a workday that could have been close to twelve hours. Despite the marginal appeasement 

from ARAMCO officials, the Saudi Government took a hardline against the protestors and 

rejected every proposal that was sent by the leader of the labor riots.79 Minor disputes occurred 

throughout World War II but nothing that had the effect that the labor riots of 1953 and 1956 had 

on the labor climate in Saudi Arabia.    

The sharp rise in riots during the 1940s required the Saudi royal family as well as legal 

scholars to act on behalf of ARAMCO which was the chief benefactor and sole source of the 

country’s income due to lack of pilgrimage caused by World War II. While labor unions were 

not outlawed by law they were discouraged. Strikes that occurred in the 1940s and 1950s were 

condemned by the Saudi Government. However until the 1956 Ras Tanura riots, the Saudi 

Government appealed to ARAMCO officials to improve labor conditions for the Saudi workers. 
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In order to avoid more strikes ARAMCO official Thomas Barger in 1944 reduced the workday 

to eight and a half hours.80 This was the first time that ARAMCO appeased its workers but its 

importance in the region was growing and negative incidents required positive spin and eye 

witness testimony to purport a vision of progress and peace. 

ARAMCO’s importance in region was fully recognized and supported by influential 

observers in America, specifically by Rear Admiral C.A. Swanson of the United States Navy 

who told a great tale about ARAMCO’s exploits in Saudi Arabia that conflicted with reports 

from State Department officials stationed in the kingdom.81 Swanson submitted an overview of 

the glorious works that were being performed by ARAMCO in Saudi Arabia. Swanson was a 

physician for the Navy attached to a group of congressmen that had taken a tour through Europe 

and the Middle East in 1947. His observations presented a different view of the company’s 

image that was being tarnished by the Brewster hearings. He noted the airport in Dhahran that 

was being renovated to hold a larger amount of air traffic and the efforts by ARAMCO to 

contribute aid and expertise in regard to the building the Trans-Arabian pipeline. The remark that 

drew controversy though was the treatment of Saudi workers in the employ of ARAMCO. He 

noted that employees were given adequate housing and medical treatment as well as paid time 

off and vacation days. This proved to be erroneous on account of the Saudi worker revolt in 

1948.82  

Despite the visit from a high ranking military official riots and upheaval continued 

culminating with the largest worker’s strike in the country’s history. The greatest success of the 
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workers in their defiance of the law and the decrees of the royal family came at the Ras Tanura 

labor riots in 1956.  It became the largest labor riot in the country’s history and while it did 

attract action from King Bin Abdul Aziz Al Saud, the attention proved to be detrimental to the 

workers due to new laws that were enacted and legal opinions that condemned the riots. The 

fledgling modern Saudi Army was used by King Saud to quash the periodic strikes on account of 

the Saudi Government was unwilling to compromise with the workers.83 Despite this setback the 

riots would eventually pave the way for an acceptable set of laws that would grant oil workers a 

considerable amount of rights however this would not occur for another thirteen years.    

June 14, 1956, Saudi workers stormed the ARAMCO intermediate camp at Ras Tanura, a 

small oil town demanding better treatment and cost of living increases as well as access to the 

movie theatre. The intermediate camp was home to Palestinian and Pakistani workers and in the 

virtual caste system that ARAMCO employed to classify their workers the Palestinians were just 

below the Eritrean Italians but above the native Saudis in class status. The storming of the 

American camp was met with brutality by Saudi security forces and thirteen employees were 

sentenced to 100 lashes in response to their “malicious behavior”.84 There were no legal 

objections or judgments that were made. State power had taken precedence over the law. On 

June 11, 1956 King Saud issued a decree directed at the Saudis employed by ARAMCO stating 

that anyone who participated in any strike or demonstration against ARAMCO would be 

sentenced to prison for two years without trial.85 In addition to squalid living conditions, before 

1969 and the codification of labor law these workers were often forced to work between sixty to 
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eighty hours each week.  After the establishment of a labor code the work week was shortened to 

a maximum of forty eight hours each week any more than that amount would be a crime unless 

the workmen agreed to overtime.86  

Following the brutal putdown of the riots, both the Saudi Government and ARAMCO 

sought out Nasir Al Said, the alleged organizer of the riots. Fortunately for Al Said he had fled 

the country after it became know that he was the prime suspect in organizing the riots. The 

message was clear to the workers that if a worker participates of organizes a riot or strike the 

penalties would be severe and the organizers would face harsh consequences. This fear tactic 

proved to prevent anymore major strikes or riots. 

The decrees issued by King Saud became laws, but there still remained a lack of 

guidelines that the workers and the company had to follow. The key problem with the Saudi 

Legal System was that the King and legal authorities waited until a problem arose and then dealt 

with it. There was a lack of proactivity on their side which resulted in losing control of their 

economy to a foreign entity and facing labor strikes because workers did not know any of their 

legal rights.    

The contract that these workers agreed to is not available for interpretation but it could 

easily be assumed that these laborers as a group were almost entirely illiterate and had no 

concept of sophisticated labor law. The details of their accommodations within their contract 

judging by the reality of what the accommodations that they were provided proved to be a lack 

of regard for the welfare of the worker but nonetheless unless specifics are noted in the contract, 

then it is the employer’s role to determine the specifics. Since these men were not partners in the 
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firm that they worked for, they were bound by contract and until the end of service designated in 

the contract they were required to provide their services to the company.  

 Essentially these events helped shape Saudi Arabia’s laws regarding labor and unions. 

The law within Saudi Arabia needed to be updated for the modernized 20th century.  The Ras 

Tanura riots reverberate to the present day where some legal opinions directly pertain to the riots.  

It is the opinion of the Permanent Committee for Islamic Research and Issuing Fatwas that 

owning a movie theatre or going to the movies is against the law. The justification of this ban 

stems from the opinion that movies are immoral and corrupts a Muslim.87 With the exception of 

the opinion of the Ulema, the ban is not justified at all.  But it is clear that the forming of this 

opinion can be solidly attributed to the labor riots of 1956 due to the fact that rational behind the 

Saudi rioter’s main goals was to destroy the movie theatre in the American compound because it 

became a symbol of the inequality that existed between the two camps.   

 Legally this event would eventually present a problem for the upper management of 

ARAMCO as well as the Saudi Royal Family due to rightful termination in Saudi Labor Law. 

Article 83 of Saudi Labor and Workmen Law stipulates if a transgression is committed during 

non-working hours such as disobedience to the employer then it is not an offense that justifies 

termination. The key provision in article 83 is a person can be terminated from employment if 

other workers are present which could be viewed as inviting slander into the workplace.  The 

rioters, even if their protest remained peaceful they were still in clear violation of several labor 

laws that would result in there termination from the company. Due to the location their living 
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accommodations, the rioters were technically at their workplace and inciting violence and 

promoting slander against the company.88   

As part of the Labor and Workmen Law of 1969 article 80 there is a stipulation for 

equality in the law which states that an employer is not allowed to pay his foreign employees 

more than Saudi employees.  This is based on their qualifications such as experience, education 

and competence in their job. This provision stems from the Ras Tanura riots in regard to Indian 

and Pakistani workers receiving better accommodation than native Saudi Arabian workers.89 

This provision levels that playing field. It specifically states the wages must be the same and 

wages can refer to anything that is given to the employees by the company. Since the movie 

theatre was built for the workers this can be applied as a received wage and therefore would 

eventually be a violation of the law.90 It proves that the switch to a codified labor law promoted 

and ensured equality for Saudi workers who were marginalized prior to the establishment of the 

Labor and Workmen Law.  

The legacy of the riots made a lasting impression in Saudi Arabia by helping the 

government realize the horrid conditions they endured and through this civil act of disobedience 

the government act in banning and condemning their actions but also rewarding them later on 

with law system that protects their rights and ensures them equal pay. This law system also 

applied to Americans and slowly reduced American exceptionalism in the Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia.    
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Eventually the labor conditions improved following the riots, although this change did 

not occur until the 1960s. There are still separate camps for Americans but now Saudis unlike the 

workers from South Asia have been granted upward mobility in the ARAMCO caste system by 

being granted access to formerly exclusive American camps. The labor conditions have 

improved for larger companies but for smaller contracting teams their conditions are less than 

optimal.91  While unrest does occur it has been stipulated in fatwas and in the labor law itself that 

it is the duty of a worker to obey their employer. An important fatwa written by Ibn Baaz that 

substantiated the current law was issued and it dealt with a worker needing to be obsequious to 

their employer regardless of their religion or ethnicity.92   
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CHAPTER 2 

CODIFIED LABOR LAW AND SAUDIZATION 

Asserting Saudi Authority through Labor Law 

In 1969 King Fahd issued a new set of laws that would guarantee rights for Saudi 

Laborers in the Kingdom. This set of laws was called the Labor and Workmen Code. Enacted 

five years after slavery was abolished, the code was intended to give equal rights to each 

employee and to establish a set list of acceptable labor practices that would reduce issues 

stemming from mistreatment of workers as well as increase the number of Saudi citizens in 

management positions.93 However, certain flaws in the code still made it acceptable for 

supervisors to exploit their workers, which is a problem that has continued to the present day. In 

1969 this was a groundbreaking set of laws that contributed to giving more power back to the 

Saudis prompting the State to gain control of their essential resource.  

The implementation of the Labor and Workmen Code is the focus of this chapter, 

particularly in the years 1969-1983. This era is very significant on account of how the company 

lost its influence and its subsequent buyout from the Saudi State. In 1980 the government of 

Saudi Arabia bought the company eleven years after they introduced codified law. The 

Saudization provision of the law code enabled the state to weaken the company by forcing it to 

adhere to article fifty in which 51% of all wages should go to Saudi workers. Also, during this 

time period Saudization outside of ARAMCO became a failure resulting in mass immigration to 

the country that became a catalyst for altering the law code. The law code continued to face 
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resistance from the ulema, however unlike his predecessors Faisal was able to enforce these laws 

by establishing a separate court system that limited the power of the religious elite.    

This chapter will also highlight how the law code began to affect foreign companies as 

well as setting the tone of how guest workers would be treated under the Labor and Workmen 

Code. Like the previous chapter certain cases will be examined to show how the law code 

affected guest workers from South Asia or workers from various Arab countries as well as an 

American worker. In addition to the inclusion of these cases, the issue of the effects of the Saudi 

population will be examined due to its influence on not only the workforce but the education 

system which was overhauled. This chapter differs from the first on account of it describing how 

the Saudi Government solidified their control over their resources as well as their population 

through the tool of Labor Law.  

Saudi laborers before the introduction of labor law were subjected to terrible living 

conditions as well as being overworked by their American employers who had the consent of the 

Saudi Government to behave in this fashion. This abuse led to several riots and production 

stoppages over the course of the nineteen years between the threat of nationalization and the 

introduction of the Labor and Workmen Code. One of principle factors in that decision for the 

enactment of the labor code was to provide a situation where Saudi workers could be able to gain 

upward mobility in the company. This is a key provision in the labor code (45).94 The code set 

the stage for the Saudization policy of the government which began in the 1970s and would give 

control of the oil to Saudi Arabia.   
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The Saudi worker provision of the law code is integral in resisting the influence of 

American Companies in the sense that Saudis must represented in management positions and 

they must make up fifty percent of the workforce. This provision is a reminder of the great 

blunder committed by Ibn Saud when he invited American Oil Companies and did not give them 

any restrictions or guidelines with regard to their business practices. These companies treated 

indigenous workers worse than workers brought over from India and Pakistan.  

The paramount issue during the early days of American oil exploration in Saudi Arabia 

was the fact that there were only American managers and executives. The Saudis did not have a 

voice in their profession with the exception of Ibn Saud who resided on the other side of the 

country.95 Riots and unruly workers began to slow production and profits. The Labor and 

Workmen Code was the initial step in the Saudization policy which was aimed at assuming 

control over ARAMCO.96 The need for a policy like this written into the code was based on the 

fact that the economy was solely driven by oil production and exports and the Saudi Government 

had very limited control over it. 

The Labor and Workmen Law while beneficial to the Saudis is far from an egalitarian set 

of laws. The labor code can be amended and adapted for future problems or situations such as 

guest workers and future foreign investment. In the Gulf Counties, there is a significant 

population of South Asian guest workers that are marginalized and discriminated against. Most 

are protected under the Labor and Workmen Law, however there are provisions that make 
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upward mobility in a company difficult specifically those that are concerned with increasing the 

number of Saudi managers.97 

The labor law is continually amended through decrees but the alterations have lacked 

significant impact that could enable change to the current system. The ministry of labor 

consistently releases informal amendments that update the law. These press releases mainly 

pertain to women and to guest workers but never become a part of the official law code.98 The 

only advancements in labor law apply to Western Companies that allow investment in the 

Kingdom easier and more profitable for the Saudi Government. 

American Companies, while they were marginalized during the Saudiazation era of the 

1970s and 1980s are the sole contributors to the future infrastructure of the country. The Saudi 

Government in 2000 instituted the Foreign Investment Act which opened the door for foreign 

companies that wanted to make massive investments in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.99 This is 

the first time companies could make significant contributions to the Saudi Economy since 

ARAMCO virtually controlled the Saudi Economy.  

Problems resulting from the rapid need to open management and skilled positions in 

ARAMCO and other companies created a need to overhaul the education system by completely 

subsidizing it. However the ideal jobs were for those who would be skilled enough to occupy 

them. The education system in the 1970s is important because it was altered to increase the 

number of students studying science in order to fill Saudization requirements that would allow 
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the government to complete its takeover of ARAMCO by having the population inherit the 

company outlined in the Labor Law of 1969.100  

Following the establishment of the first native codified court in the peninsula, the Saudi 

State began to centralize their court system. Once the Sharia Court System was centralized, a 

problem arose in the form of a rapidly expanding economy and, cases that did not have a 

precedent in Sharia started to occur inside the kingdom. This prompted King Faisal to expand the 

court system and introduced a codified labor and commercial legal system in order to 

accommodate cases that were not covered under Sharia.101 The new code was intended not to 

replace Sharia but rather to supplement it. The legal system would not have an exclusive secular 

entity attached to it, which led to the establishment of quasi-committees which acted as courts in 

the kingdom but were also not under the umbrella of the Sharia Courts.102 The introduction of 

modern technologies and mass interactions with non-Islamic majority states precipitated this 

change. The rapid need to adapt to a more globalized world and the thirst to become an 

influential member in the world community helped force the adoption of a semi-secular legal 

code. The chief reason for the establishment came from the resistance of the Sharia Court Judges 

due to their unwillingness to enforce governmental regulations in the law. Globalization and 

mass investment presented new challenges to Sharia on account of new government regulations 

were not Sharia compliant resulting in the creation of committees to facilitate new provisions or 

regulations that did not appear Sharia compliant.103 
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In response to the codification of the labor law a fatwa was issued by the Board of Senior 

Ulema titled fatwa #8. In this fatwa the board calls for the rejection of any codification of the 

law. It should be noted that this fatwa was not issued in response to a question but it was issued 

as a direct condemnation of the King’s intent to codify labor law. Their main justification was 

based on the fact that Sharia does not allow for a State to ardently bind qadis to a certain school 

of jurisprudence. They are asserting that a legal code could be construed as a school of 

jurisprudence. In addition to this claim they also state that codification would force qadis to 

become lazy by not studying the Sunna, Quran and the Hadith as much as they needed to in order 

to apply a proper legal opinion regarding a case.104  

The fatwa acknowledges that steps must be taken in order to adapt to the modern era and 

the influx of business into the country. The fatwa proposed that three solutions can be applied 

without having to codify the law. First, they proposed that better trained judges were needed 

which meant improving the schools at which they are taught, secondly centralize the courts to 

only the big cities in order to bring disputes to a large forum and it would also ease recruitment 

of potential legal scholars, most importantly though is the formation of a new committee of 

Ulema whose sole purpose would be to study new issues that have not been previously 

encountered and evaluate them. The final measure proposed by the board seems to have had the 

potential to be the most successful and would keep ijtihad as a necessary tool in regard to labor 

and commercial law.105 This fatwa was a direct condemnation of King Faisal’s decree to 

establish codified labor laws while the measures proposed were not implemented by Faisal the 

fatwa itself demonstrated at least ostensible judicial independence. 
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This fatwa was symbolic in the Ulema’s stance against codification its legacy remained 

symbolic due to the inevitable codification of the labor law. Some of the information used to 

support their stances in the paper seems to be contradictory, particularly in the justification that 

Sharia does not allow a State to bind qadis to a single school of jurisprudence. In the entirety of 

Saudi Arabia the Hanbali School is virtually the only school of jurisprudence that has jurisdiction 

in the country.106 In 1927 King Abdul-Aziz Ibn Saud decreed that in the Hejaz region qadis 

would only be allowed to use ijtihad based on the Hanbali School of Jurisprudence.107 In this 

decree centralization was occurring and more importantly the will of the king was taking 

prominence over the judiciary. In this sense the king is basically the supreme qadi within the 

country using he law to his advantage. The king is allowed to designate religious authority in the 

country whether it is the council of ministers or the chief mufti. These positions designated by 

the king in the modern era eliminated any legitimacy for other scholars in 2010 but most scholars 

follow suit with the legitimate authority. In a fatwa by an independent mufti, Al Munajjad, he 

agrees with Ibn Baaz, the former grand mufti of the country with regard to a government savings 

program through Saudi ARAMCO. Despite his agreement the fatwa is not a legitimate religious 

opinion.108 

  The fatwa by Al Munajjid cannot be regarded as a legitimate legal document in Saudi 

Arabia due to the fact that the only viable fatwas can only originate from the committee. His 

website has been condemned by the committee and banned within the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

In August 2010 the committee received the responsibility from King Abdullah to be the only 
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entity that is allowed to issue fatwas inside the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.109 Al Munajjid is 

certainly qualified and was educated in the Hanbali school of thought and was a student of Ibn 

Baaz the former Grand Mufti of Saudi Arabia. He lacks legitimacy as a state qualified legal 

scholar in Saudi Arabia due to fact that he is not a member of the committee.110  

It is obvious that this group is trying to find enough opposition to the committee by 

seeking the opinion of different scholars within Saudi Arabia in an attempt to sign on to this 

program. The program itself is sponsored by Saudi ARAMCO which is also a state owned entity. 

This presents an interesting case because two government entities are presenting conflicting 

ideals to its people. The company allows a savings program whereas the Grand Mufti and Al 

Munajjid are staunchly opposed to it.  

In his fatwa he addresses the group’s motives for asking this question to multiple scholars 

after the savings system was deemed haram by the committee. In his argument, Al Munajjid is 

clear when he says Muslims should trust the judgment of the most erudite scholars and not look 

for one who is too lenient and sympathetic to their own beliefs. He provides many citations for 

his argument on this subject. To justify this claim he cited specifically from the Quran al-Nisa’ 

4:59. This verse states that if a person doesn’t know then they should refer to Allah or his 

prophet. His interpretation could mean, refer to the highest available authority, which would be 

the permanent council. Al Munajjid believes that the Quran and Sunnah must be consulted first 

but if an answer is unclear the person who is asking the question must discern based on the 

evidence and qualifications which scholars opinion that they should follow. He refers them to 
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Fatwa al-Lajnah al-Daa’imah, 13/510-515 written by the committee and that they should abide 

by their fatwa and not look for a sympathetic mufti.111 

Al Munajjid refers to the committee’s fatwa in his own fatwa and uses their opinion to 

bolster his own. He quotes the former Grand Mufti of Saudi Arabia, Abd al-‘Azeez Ibn Baaz’s 

fatwa against this specific system. Ibn Baaz identifies two types of riba used in this savings 

system, riba al fadl and riba al nisa. Ibn Baaz anticipated the question of this system being a 

reward or bonus system for all employees. He points out that if it was a reward system then it 

would be given to all employees not just to those who decide to save with the company.112 The 

reference to the committee by Al Munajjid can be viewed as a sign of respect to their state given 

authority. Their fatwas are very similar most likely due to the fact that they are both adherents to 

the same school of jurisprudence. 

A significant basis for his opinion comes from one of the most well regarded practitioners 

of the Hanbali School of Jurisprudence, Ibn Qudaamah. To support his opinion he cites in great 

detail one of Ibn Qudaamah’s works, Al Mughni which has Ibn Qudaamah’s definition of riba. 

Al Munajjid explains that receiving a gift or any other form of compensation once the principle 

is paid is a form of riba and qualifies as a type of loan. Al Munajjid cites Ibn Qudaamah several 

times in his fatwa and shows reverence in regard to his work but it seemed to be almost 

superfluous due to the strict prohibition of usury as stated in the Quran. Directly under Ibn 

Qudaamah’s section are the generally regarded opinions on which types of savings programs that 
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are acceptable in Islamic Law that provide the group with acceptable forms of savings and 

partnerships.113  

His fatwa proves to be a significant piece of evidence showing the evolution of the state 

by having his right to issue legal opinions taken away much like how the ulema lost its power in 

commercial matters. The government reserves the right to declare who is worthy to issue fatwas 

by appointing members o he council. This is similar to their control over the labor sphere in the 

sense that they are using law to solidify their control over multiple facets of the country as well 

as limiting the influence of those outside of the central government. Limiting the power of the 

ulema began with the introduction of the Labor and Workmen Code that allowed the state to 

install their own judges.   

In 1969 King Faisal introduced an unprecedented law code that was separate from the 

Sharia Courts in an effort to modernize the labor sector of the country and restrict American 

Companies from exploiting the workers of the country and also to prevent them from operating 

in Saudi Arabia without any regulation or guidelines. If ARAMCO and other foreign companies 

operating in Saudi Arabia were obligated to adhere to an airtight set code of laws that ensured 

more power to the government, then control over oil profits could return to the Saudi Arabian 

Government. In 1969 the Saudi Government was still receiving their share of the oil profits from 

the United States Government as part of the 50-50 “golden gimmick” of 1950.114 This set of law 

would be able to significantly reduce the amount of influence that the United States enjoyed in 

Saudi Arabia. 
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The Labor and Workman Law consists of thirteen chapters and two hundred and eight 

articles that are intended to regulate the workforce in Saudi Arabia.115 This law code was not the 

first of its kind but it is ardently adhered to by both businesses as well as the workers. 

Furthermore it became the driving force for King Faisal’s Saudiazation initiative in the 

Kingdom. Saudization is an unofficial term that relates to the gradual replacement of foreign 

workers with qualified Saudi workmen The Labor and Workmen Law allowed Saudi Workers 

that were employed by foreign corporations the opportunity to advance to a managerial position 

within the company. However the only major hindrance to Saudization was the lack of a skilled 

workforce.116 This set of laws effectively changed Saudi Arabia from a dependent State to an 

independent State. 

As examined above the early labor cases would have ended quite differently if the labor 

law was in place. American and other expatriate workers now had a set list of rules that they 

could understand. Mistreatment of workers was now included and the proper number of 

witnesses was not important. Most importantly though was the inclusion of punishment for 

strikers. Labor riots and strikes were drastically reduced after labor law codification because the 

workers clearly knew their rights and most importantly labor courts became available as a forum 

to voice their grievances. These quasi courts were called the Board of Grievances and they were 

centered primarily in the Eastern portion of the country where all of the oil towns were in order 

to make swift judgments that would not disrupt the work schedule. 

This new code of law would need separate courts since the Sharia courts could no longer 

handle these cases on account of the lack of specificity in the Sharia regarding labor. King Faisal 
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introduced several commissions to accommodate these new laws. Faisal created the Committee 

for implementing the Sea Ports Code, Commercial Papers Committees and Committee for the 

Settlement of Labor Disputes. In this paper the Committee for the Settlement of Labor Disputes 

will receive the most attention and in the committee a commission of experts was formed to 

settle labor disputes in accordance to the Labor and Workmen Law, this commission was called 

the Primary Commission.117 

Resulting from labor disputes the Ministry of labor formed the Primary Commission in 

order to settle these disputes. The Primary Commission operates outside the realm of the Sharia 

courts but there still remains an existence of religious law that helps shape the outcome of each 

case. Following the introduction of the Labor and Workmen Law of 1969, Primary Commissions 

have been deemed responsible for resolving disputes in contracts, wrongful termination and 

other labor disputes.118 

The Commission operates out of three areas in the Kingdom, Riyadh, Jeddah and 

Damman based on the geographic location of each case that is where it is settled. In these quasi 

courts plaintiffs and defendants state their cases to a three member judiciary comprised of a 

chairman and two subordinates all of whom have been appointed to that post by the Ministry of 

Labor. The requirements to be a member of this panel vary from depending on the role each 

member plays. A chairman must have a background and degree in Islamic Law and his 

subordinates may possess either a degree in Islamic law or Decree law. Most cases that are 
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brought to the Primary Commission are cases in which the damages must be equal to or over 

3000 riyals.119 

The Commission was setup in article 172 of the 1969 Labor Regulations in order to 

preside over labor disputes but if an appeal is filed then it is passed on to the Supreme 

Commission which is based in Riyadh and it is composed of a chairman and four subordinates all 

with a background in Islamic Law.120 In the event that a Primary Commission is unable to give a 

ruling that could be called final, the parties involved may appeal a non-final decision to the 

Supreme Commission. The commission holds the right to alter the any awards or compensation 

to the winner of the case. For example if the ruling went in favor of the plaintiff but was 

challenged by the plaintiff who thought that they deserved more and the case was brought to the 

Supreme Commission, the commission holds the right to grant or decide to remove any previous 

awards or compensation.121 

The formation of the Primary Commissions while still technically still part of the Sharia 

Court System as this system encompasses the entirety of Saudi Arabia’s court system, it 

provided an arena where labor disputes could be resolved according to a codified labor laws that 

included ijtihad based on the conditions listed in contracts. The 1969 Labor Regulations govern 

the Primary Commission hearings and no other laws in the kingdom apply in Primary 

Commission hearings.122 
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In 1978 a “non-Saudi” brought his employer to trial for wrongful termination. The “non -

Saudi” was hired abroad in order to manage a project that was being built by his employer inside 

Saudi Arabia. It was agreed upon in his contract that his employer could dismiss him at any time 

so long as his services were no longer required. Following the probation period that the manager 

was required to undertake, his employer terminated his contract. The reasoning for his 

termination was the opinion of the employer that the manager was not performing his duties well 

enough and the project was beginning to stall. The main justification for the termination of his 

services was the alleged fact that if the manager had remained in the employment of the financier 

then the project would have never been completed and the financial loss to the financier would 

be devastating. 123 

The case was brought before the Primary Commission by the manager (plaintiff) in order 

to recuperate lost wages from his employer (defendant). The plaintiff wanted to receive lost 

wages, which under Saudi Labor Law means a variety of different things. Wages are defined in 

the contract and can range from housing allowance to vacation time. Due to the project for which 

the manager was hired for this was a long contract.124 The specific dates of the contract are not 

known nor are the exact amounts of the wages owed to the manager. It is clear from the case that 

the manager was entitled to receive airfare to his home country, severance pay, the remainder of 

his contract wages which included vacation time and overtime pay even though he was not 

required to work overtime and also compensation for failure to give three months’ notice in 

regard to termination of contract. In addition to all of these compensations from his employer, 

the plaintiff also requested punitive damages for injury to his professional reputation and 
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compensation for missed opportunities that he had passed up in order to take this job. All of this 

was presented to the Primary Commission for a ruling. The Commission ruled that his 

termination was not lawful.125 

The Primary Commission ruled in favor of the manager on account of the fact that the 

reason for his termination was based on the opinion of the defendant and not based in accordance 

with the contract. The contract had stated that the manager could only be terminated when his 

services were no longer required. Workman’s rights in Saudi Arabia are very strict especially 

when contracts are involved.126 The wording of a contract determined that the plaintiff won the 

case due to the pre-agreed upon terms stipulated in the contract which is a key feature in the 

Hanbali interpretation.127  

The central rationale of the Commission was that the contract was too vague in regard to 

the length of the contract. The defendant failed to provide a sufficient date for the conclusion of 

the contract. Since the plaintiff was managing a construction project then was an arbitrary 

argument from the defendant that construction was moving too slow.128 The stipulation that the 

contract would end when the defendant didn’t require the services of the plaintiff anymore 

proved to be insufficient to the Commission.   

The amount of compensation that the manager requested proved to be unreasonable to the 

Commission. The Commission was generous and they granted him severance pay, one-third of 

one months’ pay to suffice for vacation pay, one months’ pay for the three month termination 
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period that he was supposed to receive and finally, damages of two months’ pay for wrongful 

termination. The Commission did not require the defendant to pay the plaintiff’s legal fees or 

damages for the injury to his professional reputation.129 

The plaintiff did very well in this case with the exception of not gaining any 

compensation for the damage to his reputation. It can be assumed that the plaintiff is from the 

West, perhaps Western Europe or America due to the year of the case 1978, which was just 

before the beginning of the Saudization era of the 1970s. Where the plaintiff is from contributes 

to the reality of why he was not granted any compensation to the injury of his reputation. He was 

not a Saudi or at least from the region and therefore he most likely did not have an established 

reputation in the country.  

In a recent labor law that was passed December 2013, expatriate workers have gained 

more autonomy which would strengthen this workers case. Employers are now required to be 

more transparent with their workers in regard to movement and intentions stated in their contract. 

It is required for an employer to specifically state how long the contract will last and if work 

finishes early a thirty day period is required following the conclusion of work before an 

employer can dismiss his employees. Failure to present clear dates in a contract or move an 

employee without notice is a criminal charge for any employer. Granted this law was passed 

thirty five years after the stated case but now steps are being taken to ensure that the expatriate 

workmen have a clear time table for their stay in Saudi Arabia.130   
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A case that was brought to trial in 1976 involving an American expatriate worker in 

Saudi Arabia and his Saudi employer, regarding acquired rights. Acquired rights is a legal grey 

area in the Labor and Workmen Law code prompting qadis serving in the primary commission to 

use ijtihad. In this subsection of article 6 of the law code, acquired rights are defined as rights 

that are additional rights given to the employee that are not defined in the Labor and Workmen 

Law Code. In this particular case the American (plaintiff) signed a contract with a Saudi 

company and in the contract the plaintiff specifically included that he would receive three plane 

tickets in the one year contract. The contract expired after one year and following the first year 

the American signed another contract for two years. In the subsequent contract there was a plane 

ticket provision but it did not identify how many he would receive each year. After confronting 

his employer about the reduction of plane tickets that he had received in his second year of 

service the employer state that the number was not specified. It is necessary to note that the 

employer reduced the number of tickets from three to two.131 

This case was brought before the Primary Commission four years after the original 

contract was signed in which the Commission sided with the plaintiff because three tickets per 

year became an acquired right regardless of not being specified in the contract. In this case the 

employer argued that it was a mistake not to include how many tickets the employee would 

receive but also claimed that in an oral agreement with the plaintiff they both acknowledged that 

the plaintiff would only receive two tickets per year. Because the reduction was not specified in 

the contract the tickets became an acquired right due to the only specification of the number of 
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tickets were in the first contract. In addition to this justification the tickets also became an 

acquired right due to his four years of service in his employers company.132 

Acquired rights are not specified in the Labor and Workmen Law Code of 1969, they are 

referred to as agreements that have been granted annually in a contract. Qadis are able to 

incorporate some independent reasoning in their decisions in these cases involving acquired 

rights on account of they represent a legal grey area in the law.133 Like some other parts of the 

labor code, independent reasoning is still used despite having a codified labor law. In this 

specific case the occurrence of three tickets in the contract was only once and therefore would 

not qualify and annually or yearly since it was only in the first year contract. Article 153 does not 

give a clear definition of annually so it becomes the role of the judge to analyze and make a 

ruling based on his examination of the situation.134 The issue of acquired right is another 

example of ijtihad being used in labor law. Despite codification there are plenty of articles that 

necessitate the usage of independent reasoning to decide a case. Thus codification still allowed 

Qadis freedom to make their legal opinions while also benefitting the government and foreign 

workers by allowing them to create new laws that can be applied to new situations and 

technologies.   

The final two cases that were examined have one major theme in common, in both cases 

Qadi ruled in favor of the workman instead of the employer. In comparison to the first three 

cases that were examined in which every Qadi ruled in favor of the employer, the law becoming 

codified created a more egalitarian legal environment where it was possible for workmen to be 
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given a fair trial and win. These two final cases were proven by the adherence to the labor law 

which since it had been codified workers in the kingdom knew specifically what their rights were 

and their limitations. Limited independent reasoning was applied in the final case that was 

examined but it was used in accordance with the labor law. Qadis are still permitted to use 

ijtihad if they encounter a legal grey are in the codified law, acquired rights being one of those 

areas. Rudolph Peters’s argument regarding Qadis that hear labor cases, have lost a great deal of 

independence and are required to judge cases based on the law is very true in the Saudi labor 

context. Although Qadis have less independence they still must obtain a degree in Islamic Law 

which happens to go against Peters’s other argument that codification produces weaker Qadis.135 

One of the drawbacks of independent reasoning Qadis that were influenced by the government 

could rule in favor of the employer and since there was not a codified law and a process of 

centralization of the courts beginning in 1927 it could be easy to influence a Qadi to rule in favor 

of a company that is the sole economic force in the country.136   

Despite the fact that the labor law has benefited workmen in Saudi Arabia by making 

their rights more clear, however for many South Asians that arrive in Saudi Arabia looking for 

work are continually marginalized by legal loopholes within the code. Specifically domestic 

servants are not defined as workmen; this would put them in a precarious position of not 

knowing their legal rights and therefore are not subject to the labor law. According to article 

three of the law the term “domestic servant” is used to denote maids, cooks or any other person 

working in a person’s home. It is necessary to mention domestic servants because the labor code 
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does not classify them as workmen.137 A clear definition of why they were excluded is not 

available but it could be reasoned that just seven years prior to the enactment of the Labor and 

Workmen Law of 1969 slavery was officially abolished.  

An important fatwa written by Ibn Baaz that substantiated the current law was issued and 

it dealt with a worker needing to be obsequious to their employer regardless of their religion or 

ethnicity.138 Written by Ibn Baaz, the former Grand Mufti of Saudi Arabia his fatwa dealt with 

three Saudi Arabian employees that worked for an American company and they felt that their 

wages didn’t reflect the amount of work they did. In response to low wages they began 

embezzling company funds and willingly disobeying their employer. The workers believed that 

this was justice for low wages but in the opinion of Ibn Baaz they were at fault and must confess 

to their crime and repay the money that they stole. The relation between this fatwa and the Ras 

Tanura riots is based on the workers disobedience and fight for equality. While Ibn Baaz 

condemns taking unilateral surreptitious action against the employer he doesn’t state any 

alternative that could help the employees.139 The labor conditions enforced on the Saudi workers 

by ARAMCO reflect many of the similar conditions that many laborers in the Persian Gulf face 

in the present day. The transgression against their employer should result in immediate 

termination of employment under the current labor laws.140 

Entering into an employment contract under the umbrella of Saudi labor law, a new 

employee enters into an ostensible master-servant relationship as defined by the law. This 

relationship means that employees must adhere to the commands of their supervisor, like any 
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employment contract except the language looks a person is relinquishing their natural rights. It is 

the duty of the employee to carry out their tasks assigned to them by their employer so long as 

the work is not illegal. It should be noted that the employee is required to withhold any negative 

expression of their opinion about the assigned tasks. In relation to the cases noted above, it is 

clear that both the rioters at Ras Tanura and Saudi workers disobeying their employer violated 

the master-servant section of Saudi labor law which would subject them to punishments specific 

to labor law.141 

In the case of the fatwa issued about workers embezzling from their employer they are 

required to obey their employer in an appropriate manner if they are wronged then under the law 

it is their choice to plead their case in court and identify in their contract that they are owed more 

for their work. Unless the contract specifies incentives, any and all extra work outside of the 

contract is considered null by the courts. In this case the employees were unable to specify that 

they were entitled to anything except for a daily wage guaranteed in their contract. However, it is 

their right to present all violations of their rights. The issue that arises and makes it difficult to 

defy an employer is the fact that except for the employee’s judicial and legal rights any other 

rights and entitlements must be agreed upon by the employer and the employee. This stipulation 

in the law keeps the power in the hands of the employer and provides no leeway for an employee 

to gain more than their agreed upon wages before the start of the contract, thus illuminating the 

fact that the employees asking for a fatwa should be charged with embezzlement and promptly 

terminated from the place of employment.142 
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Saudization’s Reduction of American Influence 

 This section of the chapter examines specifically how this policy of Saudization fits into 

the labor context of the thesis. King Faisal’s policy failed and succeeded in different ways; it did 

create an avenue for Saudis to advance to better jobs in foreign companies as well as overhauling 

the education system to create better workers. The failure of the policy was in the guest worker 

issue. Guest workers after the in introduction of Saudization came to represent a third of the 

population in the present day because of the policy’s failure to staff lower echelon positions with 

Saudis. 

Saudiazation was a policy enacted by King Faisal through article 45 of the Labor and 

Workmen Law in an effort to modernize the Saudi State and bolster the Saudi Economy with an 

influx of educated and skilled Saudi workers that would have precedence over foreign workers. 

Its primary function after its creation was to replace Western workers in ARAMCO and other 

foreign companies. Following the Saudi buyout of the company in 1980, its function changed to 

the overall replacement of foreign workers. The educational reforms took place after Faisal’s 

ascension to the Saudi throne in 1964 five years prior to the enactment of codified Saudi Labor 

Law.143 The educational reforms are important on account of their effort to bolster Saudization 

through education subsidies, but it is not the focus of this thesis. It should be noted that the 

injection of oil profits from ARAMCO stimulated these educational initiatives that led to the 

exportation of Saudi Students to various universities around the world in order to create a 

situation where the Saudi Government would not have to rely on an expatriate workforce.144 The 

law, given the unofficial name of Saudization had a focus that was not limited to increasing the 
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number of skilled Saudi Workers in the Kingdom. The other focus which proved to be an 

arduous task, was establishing absolute State control over the oil industry. 

Saudization as the policy is called was originally outlined in article 45 and 50 of the 

Labor Law due to the misrepresentation of Saudis at the management level of ARAMCO.145 This 

misrepresentation in the company led to the inclusion of a provision in the law that would fix the 

problem. The secondary problem encountered by the Saudi Government was the fact that their 

populace in general did not have the formal training to take on the responsibilities that these 

management positions required.146 This is one of the key reasons why Saudization is still a policy 

even in the present day, despite having been given a new name. 

Saudization is an unofficial term that relates to the gradual replacement of foreign 

workers with qualified Saudi workmen. The provision of the law was outlined in article 50 of the 

labor law in simple language. The article describes that Saudi workmen must be trained by the 

employer in order to eventually replace non-Saudis in technical positions. Finally a register must 

be kept to show the labor inspector that Saudization is actively occurring. The law only identifies 

technical jobs which could mean a variety of different things.147 However this is bolstered by 

article 45 in the previous chapter of the law (Employment Offices) which provides quotas that 

each foreign entity must adhere to in order to operate a business within the borders of Saudi 

Arabia.148   
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King Faisal in his Labor Law of 1969 in addition to the provision about the gradual re-

placement of non-Saudi workmen with Saudis, he required any company with an office within 

the borders of Saudi Arabia to employ a workforce in which Saudis comprised 75% of the total 

workforce. In an effort to prevent the ARAMCO mistake from reoccurring an amendment was 

made that stated that Saudi employees must take home 51% of the total wages provided by the 

company. However exceptions could be made with the permission of the Ministry of Labor in 

the event that certain employees do not possess the qualifications to acquire skilled vocational 

position. This exception by the Ministry of labor was designed to only be a temporary fix due to 

the provision that allows a Saudi employment agency to send skilled Saudi workers to foreign 

companies operating in Saudi Arabia to bolster the Saudization process and ensure that Saudi 

workers are replacing foreign workers.149  

This policy led to a major crackdown on the labor practices of foreign companies within 

Saudi Arabia. The number of foreign workers became heavily regulated within the law. Chapter 

four regulates employment and obligates companies to send yearly status updates on the ratios of 

Saudi to foreign workers, vacancies in skilled positions and technical jobs as well as managerial 

positions. These reports that are sent to the Ministry of Labor also detailed the rate of pay for 

each job and whether it could be predicted for certain jobs to increase or decrease in the next 

year.150 

The policy itself despite being formed in the late 1960s did not yield any substantial 

results until the mid-1980s due to an invigoration of the educational system but prior to 

educating the new generation the ideal way to educate the potential candidates for these positions 
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was company education programs. ARAMCO became responsible for the education of the first 

generation of the Saudi Management within the company.151 The management program centered 

in the city of Jubail where candidates for these positions would be taught by American managers 

on how to perform the duties of the job. Following the training, successful candidates replaced 

their American trainer in the job that they trained to do. The gradual replacement of Americans 

in these positions was slow yet continuous. In 1983 the number of ARAMCO employees 

amounted to 55,000 that included 2,000 Americans in management roles and technical positions 

that were supposed to be reserved for Saudis.152 

This type of training was ideal for Saudi workers on account of the hands on experience 

of the job especially in management positions. American managers were particularly rough and 

frank with their subordinates as noted above during the Ras Tanura riots and the American 

attitudes toward the native workers.153 This mindset was adopted by the Saudi managerial 

candidates under the assumption that this was how the company became successful also it was 

the way that they were trained. Peter Woodward in his book Oil and labor in the Middle East 

argues that this education system of training under an American manager was the paragon of 

learning. Woodward asserts that Saudi candidates chose American managers over European 

managers because of their style of effectiveness as leaders but most importantly American 

managerial position were valued due to the enticing salary.154 
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 There are regulations in the labor law that require companies to train a certain number of 

Saudi workers each year for positions in the company. The law stipulated that foreign companies 

were obligated to provide training for 5% of their Saudi workforce so that they may advance 

within the company. This provision only pertained to companies that had one hundred or more 

employees. The heavy influence of the government is illuminated in this provision due to the 

stipulation that all training programs must be coordinated with the local branch of the Ministry of 

Labor.  

Heavy regulation by the government in the affairs of the private foreign owned 

companies paved the way for the reduction in American influence in Saudi Arabia. The climate 

was changing in the Middle East, particularly in Saudi Arabia which due to the restrictions 

placed on companies allowed them to have more control over their economy by having Saudis 

integrated into the management and skilled positions of ARAMCO and any other company that 

sought to operate within Saudi Arabia.  

 From 1983 to 2000 the State focused on internal development and foreign investment 

rapidly dropped despite during this time period that continued to be an influx of laborers from 

abroad focusing on infrastructure projects. This era does not have a paramount focus in this 

examination due to the lack of foreign influence during the time period. Saudization during this 

period became unimportant to the government because the fear of having to restriction to the 

amount of income that companies would have to essentially give to the Saudi state through 

wages to Saudi workers.     

This Saudization policy, while successful in the upper echelons of ARAMCO proved to 

be unsuccessful in many of the rungs of society Saudi participation in the workforce began to 

drastically reduce over a thirty year period. 4.3 million workers were added into the workforce 
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from 1970 to 1990 increasing at a rate of 8% each year. The vast majority of these workers were 

foreigners which requires the question of why were guest workers brought to Saudi Arabia 

accounting for a third of the workforce?155 It also helped increase the level of education for the 

population by creating more schools to train skilled workers, in order to further the Saudization 

policy. The school system was a necessary component of the policy in order to give the populace 

the proper training to become skilled workers. 

The education system under the reign of King Faisal became heavily subsidized and was 

responsible from mass producing college graduates. Education was not compulsory in Saudi 

Arabia which contributed to the lack of uni. However every amenity related to the education 

system is free, which created a lackadaisical student mentality.156 This in turn affects the 

composition of the workforce due to the lower rungs of the Saudi Society not having to work due 

to their ability to live on a government subsidy and also by having the government virtually care 

for their children free of charge as there are no taxes in Saudi Arabia. 

Education development in Saudi Arabia especially during the 1970s was intertwined with 

labor because those that were in the education system at that time were the first generation to 

receive a secular education that focused on technical skills rather than religion which provided 

the State with a large number of skilled workers that could fully replace the large expatriate 

workforce in Saudi Arabia.157 However this plan faced many problems that are still trying to be 

fixed by the Saudi Government. 
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The number of schools in Saudi Arabia rose from 3,100 in 1969 to 7,629 in 1980. The 

significance of this rise was the percentage of teachers. In 1980 the number of teachers rose to 

77,632 with the majority of new hires being women. Overhauling the education system became a 

key component of Saudization however, this noble vocation proved to be unpopular which 

accounted for very high student to teachers ratios in the Kingdom.158 The in an effort to 

encourage Saudis to attend the school everything as noted above was subsidized the students also 

received $300 a month in spending money if they attended.159 This situation created workforce 

that was unmotivated, thus creating the need for large amounts of guest workers to fill unskilled 

positions. 

In 1950 there hardly any foreign workers inside Saudi Arabia with the exception of those 

who worked for ARAMCO. By 1970 27% of the labor force was comprised of those that were 

born outside of Saudi Arabia. This number continued to rise reaching 67% by 1980, this sharp 

rise in expatriate workers was on account of the ambitious five year plans undertaken by King 

Faisal.160 Apart from the numerous government subsidies that incentivized Saudi workers not to 

work there proved to be another problem that existed within the labor law. Guest workers were 

restricted to a contract and a nontransferable sponsor. Currently these sponsorship laws are being 

relaxed but during the 1970s workers that lost their jobs with their sponsor companies were 

forced to leave the country or risk arrest. While there was laws in the labor law that protected 

these workers, mistreatment of guest workers was common due to a fear of termination. This law 

restricts workers movements within the kingdom and forces guest workers to adhere to terrible 
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treatment from their Saudi employers. The labor law protects them from abuse but it is difficult 

for those that are unable take this matter to court because their sponsor could refuse sponsorship 

which leads to subsequent deportation or arrest.161   

The laws about the sponsorship of guest workers are changing to allow more flexibility 

but they are still very stringent meaning that since the discovery of oil guest workers continue to 

be the most marginalized group in Saudi Arabia despite their substantial contribution to the 

economy. The laws of sponsorship are simple yet nontransferable, a foreigner brought into the 

country must only work for the employer that sponsored the employee.162 However the law 

allows foreigners to bring in other guest workers. This provision in the law increases Saudization 

in a subtle way. Foreign owned companies and companies that are a mixture of Saudi owners 

and foreign owners are allowed to bring in foreign workers. There is hardly any regulation to the 

amount of workers that they are allowed to bring into the country as well as there is no official 

vetting process from the government or labor inspectors.  Companies that are allowed to bring in 

guest workers must adhere to the Saudization standards of the law in which Saudis are legally 

required to make 51% of all wages. What does this mean for Saudization? It increases the 

amount of money that is brought into Saudi Arabia and it increases the wage of the Saudi 

workers.  

There is a minimum wage in Saudi Arabia, currently it is 3000 riyals per month but 

within the labor law it does not apply to foreign workers. A strong reason why it is advantageous 

to allow an influx of guest workers within the kingdom because they can be paid whatever is left 
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over from the remaining wages. Hiring guest workers to do menial jobs and hard labor for a 

small fee, built the infrastructure of the modern Saudi cities.163 It is clear that when the Saudi 

Arabian Government began to take firm action to control their economy and diversify away from 

oil the amount of guest workers increased and became a majority in the workforce. While at the 

same time Saudi workers saw their wages increase in response to this influx of workmen from 

abroad. As stated above Saudis must take home 51% of the wages accrued by workmen.164 

Guest workers in Saudi Arabia benefited from Saudization in the sense that there was an 

abundance of jobs and opportunities in Saudi Arabia particularly in the ARAMCO dominated 

east. The wages paid to guest workers from India and Pakistan were the lowest within the 

company following the introduction of Saudization. These wages were biased in the sense that 

they were based on nationality. American workers continued to benefit the most and accrue the 

highest wages but the most significant change from the introduction of codified labor law to 

1983 was the wages of Saudis compared to British and European workers.165 1983 will be used 

as a point of reference in the section because it was fourteen years after the inception of 

Saudization as well as it was the year when the Saudi Government took a more active role in the 

company by their acquisition of most of the company’s assets in 1980. In 1980 Saudi Arabia 

acquired 100% participation interest in ARAMCO. How the company changed in those three 

years will be examined through wages. 

 The labor wages for Saudis greatly increased after the ARAMCO buyout orchestrated by 

the Saudi Government. In 1983 the average Saudi laborer defined as semi-skilled had an annual 
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base salary of $7200 compared to the average Pakistani worker that made about $5300 each year. 

The significance of this difference in wages resulted from Saudization. Prior to the enactment of 

this policy Saudis were paid a wage similar to the average wage of guest workers. The 

improvement of the standard of living for Saudi workers was a direct result of Faisal’s policies to 

acquire complete control of the oil economy. The gradual improvement to wages was a defining 

factor in his struggle to modernize the country.166 Saudization had improved the lives of Saudi 

workers at the expense of guest workers but, Faisal’s greatest victory in regard to the 

improvement of wages was achieving the goal of replacing Westerners with Saudis.  

In 1983 skilled Saudi workers and managers had wages that were similar to European 

workers. However American workers were still far head in overall wages which made their jobs 

incredibly valuable by ambitious Saudi workers. British workers in Saudi Arabia thoroughly felt 

the effects of Saudization due to their lowered wages in 1983. Saudi managers in lower to middle 

management positions had a higher wage than British and European workers. The average salary 

for British workers in jobs that were regarded as Lower to middle management positions was 

$23,000 while the average Saudi manager had a wage of $24,000 in 1983.167 Saudization, a 

policy that evolved from the Labor Law of 1969 had effectively allowed Saudi workers to gain 

wages that were superior to the wages of European workers.  

The advancement of wages for Saudi workers stemmed from the Labor Law but as noted 

before in this thesis guest workers suffered immensely because of this practice. Though it is true 

that guest workers could advance within ARAMCO and in the Saudi State, it was nearly 

impossible for them to reach middle management positions. In my cited figures of ARAMCO 
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employment and wages there are figures missing from two sections of the statistics. The first that 

is missing is wage statements from British and American unskilled laborers which is justifiable 

due to the notion that it would be superfluous for the company to bring over Western laborers to 

a place where there is an abundance of workers. Secondly the figures are missing from the 

middle to upper management of South Asian workers. It can easily be assumed that the lack of 

records in this area is because there weren’t any South Asians in middle management positions 

because of Saudization. The culture of exclusion that embodied ARAMCO was continued 

through the new Saudi ownership because Saudization promoted Saudi in management positions 

and rejected guest workers on account of their expected hindrance to Saudis achieving position 

in management.  
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CHAPTER 3 

EVOLUTION OF LABOR LAW IN THE PRESENT 

 Guest Workers and Foreign Investment 

In this chapter guest workers and their current status will be explored. Since 2000 the 

Saudi Arabian Government has taken steps to reopen itself to mass foreign investment after 

twenty years of decline by creating the Foreign Investment Act which allows Western companies 

to heavily invest in state enterprises as well as private companies and not be limited by the 50% 

law in the Labor and Workmen Code. This massive investment plan would require a large 

number of laborers. Guest workers in the kingdom especially in the last three years have faced 

abrupt deportation due to their employer’s lack of adhering to the new Saudization policy of 

Nitaqat. This chapter will examine their predicament and how the law has begun to actively 

control labor in the state by ardently enforcing the new law.  

Currently Saudization is still ostensibly in effect under a different name but the focus has 

shifted toward guest workers who still constitute close to fifty percent of the labor force in Saudi 

Arabia as well as 1/3 of the total population in the country. It is currently estimated that there are 

9.4 million expatriate workers in Saudi Arabia with the majority coming from South Asia and the 

Phillipines. This number is significant because according to the last census there are only twenty-

eight million citizens in Saudi Arabia. Expatriate workers currently would represent a third of the 

total population.168 These workers however are the most marginalized group in the country 

because of Saudization and ARAMCO practices of discrimination that have carried over to the 
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current Saudi leadership of the company. The law has made it easier for expatriate workers to 

stay longer and transfer their visas but the government has taken steps to reduce the number of 

guest workers through mass deportations.  

Restrictions on guest workers began in the 1990s to help Saudis obtain jobs culminating 

with the head of the Ministry of Labor, Prince Naif issued a comprehensive list in his decree #50 

of Saudi only jobs. A list of jobs that could only be filled by Saudis. This decree while general 

called for Saudi businesses to employ Saudis instead of cheap labor. The decree led to 

subsequent and more specific decrees designed to supplement the Labor Law. In 2001 the 

Council of Ministers in Saudi Arabia announced that all companies that specialized in 

maintenance must have a staff that is 5% Saudi and it must rise to 50% over the next nine 

years.169 This decree focuses on the lower rungs of labor, which makes it stand alone from 

virtually every other reform put forth by the Saudi Government. 

Restricting the hiring of guest workers had proven to be counterproductive on account of 

the reluctance of Saudis to work menial and laborious jobs and especially jobs in the private 

sector where Saudis only represent 10% of the private sector labor force. The law has been 

geared toward policies of restriction as a method with the hope of changing the labor climate. 

However policies like Saudization only encourage native workers to strive for management and 

skilled jobs while those without the necessary education and skills rely on subsidies from the 

government.  

The Council of Ministers were attacking a specific problem within the realm of labor, 

heavy reliance on guest workers not just in general but in a field where they dominate the 
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workforce. The 5% quota is telling of how many Saudis actually work in these jobs.170 While this 

is ambitious, the decision does not outline how the Council of Ministers will encourage Saudis to 

apply for these jobs. From the reign of Faisal, Saudis were expected to take over the more 

important jobs from Americans and Europeans which led to the mass importation of guest 

workers. This expectation of a Saudi workforce that exists only in management positions was an 

infeasible delusion of Faisal.     

As of the beginning of 2012 until March 2013 approximately one million guest workers 

were denied visa renewal and subsequently deported in an effort to reduce Saudi unemployment. 

This mass deportation halted many construction projects and crippled many projects because of 

the sudden loss of workmen. These deportations were not legal because according to the labor 

law, every workmen has the right to renew his labor visa as long as his sponsor wishes to extend 

sponsorship to the workman, however under Nitaqat the government is allowed to disregard the 

law if companies or employees do not adhere to the new standards. This unilateral action by the 

government in an effort to bolster employment with this protectionist policy, is another example 

of the detrimental effects of Saudization on the Saudi economy.171 Saudization was a necessary 

policy but the continued imposition of the policy has led to near crippling effects on the labor 

section of the economy.  

Reinvesting in the Kingdom 

According to the 1969 Labor Law which has yet to be superseded by another code states 

that a company operating in Saudi Arabia must have a staff that is 75% Saudi Arabian according 
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to article 45 of the Labor Law. This would mean that it would be virtually impossible for a Saudi 

worker to be rejected for a job when the workforce is dominated by expatriate workers. This 

section of the law has been disregarded by labor inspectors, whose job it is to report 

inappropriate business practices that do not coincide with the labor law.172 The law and the 

application of the law in certain instances have become two very different entities. The 

willingness to hold companies to certain aspects of the law is being overlooked to accommodate 

the needs of the modernizing Saudi State. This policy of enforcing only certain aspects of the law 

draws similar comparisons with ARAMCO before Saudi Labor Law was enacted. 

This lack of investment within Saudi Arabia hindered the growth of the overall economy 

by lacking in other facets of industry such as technology. During this time the Saudi economy 

was in the control of the State and after thirty five years of ARAMCO control it would seem 

logical that foreign investment would be discouraged. Furthermore the government instituted a 

corporate tax that grew to 45% in 1979, which led to companies becoming apprehensive about 

investing.173  The lack of projected growth of the economy led to a financial crisis in the 1980s 

and another crisis in the 1990s. With regard to the subject matter of this thesis the details of these 

crises are not important. The importance of mentioning them is the outcome of the crises. It 

became known to the Saudi Government that foreign investment was a necessary catalyst to 

reinvigorate the diversification of the Saudi economy. This is the rationale that led to the 

ambitious yet cautious Foreign Investment Act (2000) designed to invite companies from the 
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West to invest in Saudi Companies but it was carefully planned to limit the amount of how much 

could be invested for fear of a takeover of a Saudi owned business.174 

When the Foreign Investment Act was declared it was used to promote foreign 

investment in different facets of the economic sector. The law itself was designed to be very 

flexible for foreign companies much like the original ARAMCO concession. The key difference 

in the Foreign Investment Act was the fact that there would be a limited number of Westerners in 

Saudi Arabia and the amount of control that investors had was very limited.175 This provision 

was the basis of the entire law. The rationale held by the Saudi Government was that they 

intended to avoid another ARAMCO debacle that would cause the government to lose influence 

in the economy. The law does not list a minimum or maximum investment and it states that all 

investments would never become nationalized even if a company invests in a State owned 

enterprise.176 This provision (article 11) guarantees protection over the investment, assures the 

investing company or individual that government is personally protecting the money brought into 

the country.177 However the law still applies the sponsorship regulations to the investing 

company which allows the government to block any undesirable investors or companies looking 

for a joint venture.   

This Act created more industry for the country and is still successful today but the 

plaguing problem of labor factors into this Act. The amount of investment peaking in 2006 

prompted the Saudi Arabian Government to invest in more guest laborers to accommodate new 
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projects.178 Currently the number of guest workers stands at about nine million people in Saudi 

Arabia which accounts for roughly 32% of the entire population.179 The Act functioned as a 

distinct catalyst to allow business to receive more guest workers as a result of the failed policy of 

Saudization. 

It would seem that mandatory Saudization has failed or is in decline as an applied 

practice. The effect of foreign investment displayed a provocative truth about Saudi labor 

demographics. In 2012 a census of the private labor sector revealed that guest workers made up 

almost 89% of all private sector labor in Saudi Arabia.180 This piece of data illuminates the 

absolute failure of Saudization in the 21st century. The deeply revealing statistic helped spur on 

mass deportations and a further widening gap in the amount of guest workers that worked in the 

private sector. Moreover, there are roughly nineteen million Saudis yet only two million have 

gainful employment according to the Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency (SAMA). SAMA also 

lists that the unemployment rate for males is only 5.5%. The key problem with deporting a 

million people a year is the fact that there will hardly be any workers to take their place due to 

low amounts of Saudis, described by the government as actively seeking jobs.181    

The Saudi Government’s mass deportation program distinctly could weaken industrial 

output and investment in the Kingdom as well as failing to replace departing guest workers in the 

private sector with Saudis. The Ministry of Labor responded to mass deportations with the 

opening of 100,000 new labor inspector positions in the department. These new jobs were 
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created to find illegal workers in addition to companies that failed to renew their visas.182 This 

new initiative by the government is not only counterproductive as well as posing a frightening 

danger to the economy. The simple economics of this potential fiasco are truly visible. By 

bolstering public sector jobs the government risks lack of investment and production in the 

private sector by deporting productive workers. A return to oil dependence is inevitable due to 

these counterproductive policies that stymie growth in the private sector.  

A key aspect that is neglected consistently by the Saudi Arabian Government is the 

incentive to the average Saudi Arabian worker to perform these jobs that are currently filled by 

guest workers. Deporting guest workers is a policy that can become truly effective only if those 

workers are replaceable. Currently they are creating a labor shortage this policy continues. It 

must become necessary for the Saudi Arabian Government to invigorate potential workers to 

apply for jobs in the private sector or the trend of every 9/10 workers being from abroad will 

persist.  

The Nitaqat Labor Law 

Nitiqat, the replacement of the Saudization provision in the original labor law allowed the 

government to judge businesses. The Saudi Arabian Ministry of Labor judges businesses as 

compliant or noncompliant based on a semi-color coded system beginning with excellent that 

acknowledges that a business is employing a staff in which the Saudi employees represent over 

31% of the staff and ending with red where Saudis make up less than 4% of the workforce. A 

problem that was never addressed in past Saudization of the companies was the size of the 

company under Nitiqat size is factored in which allows a slight change in the amount of Saudis 
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that can be employed. These companies are categorized into five tiers. The first tier is for 

companies that have 1-10 employees to tier 5 which is reserved for companies with +3000 

employees.183 This law helped bolster the mass deportations that have been occurring since 2012 

when the new law was in full effect.  

Nitiqat seeks to punish both the companies and their foreign employees by forcibly 

deporting employees that has led to a lack in manpower over the last two years. Companies that 

are in the bottom two categories yellow and red have some rights and privileges suspended by 

the government. Privileges such as visa renewal on all employees regardless if they are from the 

West or from South Asia. The yellow category loses their ability to transfer visas and the red 

loses the right to apply for a new visa. Skilled foreign workers however are exempt from this law 

in order to keep them in the country. They are the only group with an opportunity to switch 

companies and remain in the country. This law is beneficial to skilled workers but if a workmen 

is unskilled then that workmen risks deportation if the company fails to reach the green or 

excellent level.184  

This policy puts tremendous strain on companies in Saudi Arabia to adhere to this law. 

This law while more flexible then previous Saudization laws including article 45 of the original 

law, it is now actively enforced by the Saudi State which has resulted in a labor shortage and 

higher unemployment now that guest workers are becoming unemployed. The unemployment 

rate of guest workers in Saudi Arabia prior to Nitiqat was .03% in 2010. The unemployment 

rates after Nitiqat have slightly reduced to an overall level of 5.50%. The new figure does not 
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factor in Saudi and non-Saudi employment levels but it is likely that deportations of guest 

workers and the hiring of some Saudis are responsible for the small drop in unemployment. 

Separately though unemployment among women is currently at 34% meaning that Nitiqat is 

almost exclusively for males.185 

Table 3.1 Nitaqat 

Nitaqat 

 Red Yellow Green Excellent 

Employees     

1-10 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

10-49 0-1% 2-4% 5-24% 25% above 

50-499 0-1% 2-5% 6-27% 28% above 

500-2999 0-3% 4-6% 7-30% 31% above 

3000+ 0-4% 5-7% 8-30% 31% above 

Source Saudi Hollandi Capital 

The Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency in its annual report stated that the number of 

workers in 2012 was approximately nine million or roughly a third of the population. The 

number of male foreign born workers in Saudi Arabia is just over six million which accounts for 

more than five and a half million workers in the labor force. This number is excluding foreign 

born women. Labor is Saudi Arabia is dominated by guest workers and they represent a still 
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growing trend that Nitiqat is unlikely to be able to resist. The labor force in the private sector is 

virtually comprised of foreign born workers with their employment rate at 89%.186 

Nitiqat as mentioned already places a sizable amount of strain on private companies in 

Saudi Arabia. In order to entice Saudi workers to apply for private sector positions, the Saudi 

Government has announced wage improvement packages for employees that will increase wages 

7.5% if a new workers is a Saudi, which in turn creates a financial burden on the company as 

well as giving an incentive not to hire Saudi employees.187 This idea is likely to contribute to the 

exacerbation of current problems in the labor market. The majority of private sector jobs are 

infrastructure related according to SAMA which usually are unable to attract Saudi employees 

on account of lower salaries.188 Nitaqat will inevitably force companies to pay more in order to 

keep their employees. This protectionist policy isn’t enticing Saudis to work unless companies 

offer a larger salary which may cause private industry to consider abandoning their Saudi 

operation.   

Saudi Arabia has two key demographics that are poised to be a future problem or an 

opportunity. Forty percent of their population is under the age of eighteen which would 

potentially allow the future generation to prosper under programs that will make them capable of 

obtaining a highly sought after job. Secondly, the amount of college graduates has been 

increasing by a rate of 5000-10000 each year. In 2011 there were 136,000 college graduates. 
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While this statistic does not have much to do with labor law, it will eventually help shape new 

laws when Nitaqat inevitably fails because it is focused on companies and not on Saudis.189  

The Saudi workforce accounts for 90% of those employed by a State owned enterprise. 

This is based on benefits that they receive and a high paying salary. The fear that exists in many 

Saudi workers is job security. In many government positions if a worker is terminated, they will 

receive a large unemployment check of 2000 Saudi Riyals each month until they find another 

job. This indefinite safety net may have caused a lack of motivation to find another job. This 

problem could cripple the State over time on account of a low number of working age 

citizens.The last large labor riot was in 1956 and with the exception of the 1979 Grand Mosque 

takeover there has not been any major riots or insurrections. Because of a highly centralized 

government that established a public safety net which ensures that the public will refrain from 

any violent acts against the government.  

The emphasis placed on the necessity for companies to change will eventually lead to a 

lack of diversified investment. The revenue involved in oil production is very high and will 

continue to entice investors but oil has been nationalized and Saudi ARAMCO remains a 

publicly owned company but for companies that are outside of the oil industry may fold in the 

new Saudi State based on the Nitaqat labor law. Labor Law has been used as a tool of the State 

to increase its influence, which was a lesson learned during the initial years of ARAMCO’s 

existence. It has allowed the country exert its influence on companies through legal channels in 

an effort to protect their citizens by enabling companies to hire Saudis and be rewarded under the 

law.     
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Labor Law has been used to enforce this standard of living by forcing Saudization on 

companies. Yet it has failed to complete this process instead it has exacerbated the problem and 

instituted a dependence on expatriate workers. In the 1970s, the ideal situation was to replace 

Western workers with Saudis in order to keep oil wages internal thus, bolstering the economy in 

Saudi Arabia. While this plan worked to a significant extent, the expansion of the Saudi 

economy grew and therefore the need for workers increased as a predictable side effect. Labor 

that was brought from South Asia was cheap and were only ostensibly included in the Labor 

Law. Their inclusion into the economy of the kingdom alongside a generous stipend o Saudi 

citizens allowed the private sector to be dominated by expats. This labor situation presented the 

cause for high Saudi unemployment in the private sector as mentioned above but the remittances 

of the expat workers caused another problem for the Kingdom.  

Remittances from expats are in the big picture a minor blow to the Saudi economy but 

function more as a justification of the mass deportations. Remittances are wages accrued by 

expatriate workers that are subsequently sent home to their family in their native country. Saudi 

Arabia ranks 2nd in the world in most remittances behind the United States. As of 2013 the 

average amount of remittances that were bring sent amounted to close to $27.5 billion, which 

accounts for a significant blow to the Saudi economy but is largely unaddressed as a substantial 

problem in Saudi Arabia. The issue of remittances is only mentioned in deportation justifications 

yet there has not been any legislation against remittances. It could be assumed that backlash 

against remittances is fodder to encourage deportation. In the labor law there is not a provision 

against remittances or any documentation defining what is acceptable to do with accrued wages. 

Remittances are included because they will eventually be a problem that will have a remedy in 

an amendment of labor law.  
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The 2006 investments demonstrated the increase of diverse investments in Saudi Arabia 

and are currently setting the tone for the future. Saudi Arabia will inevitably be a diversified state 

with many industries that will not have to depend on the West for assistance. Since the discovery 

of oil in Saudi Arabia, the government has always relied on expatriate workers for skilled and 

unskilled labor. The Foreign Investment Act added to that necessity but it also pushed the 

realization that Saudi employment in the private sector would need to be bolstered. This act 

expanded the labor market in the country and in response to this expansion a new type of 

realistic Saudization would have to be created. 

Thus a new era began with the foreign investment act. The Saudi Arabian Government 

while still being able to adapt its laws to the modern era and entice foreign investors still heavily 

rely on guest labor as a result of crippling government policies that created an environment 

where it became advantageous not to work a menial job. Law would change significantly, not in 

the way that the Labor Law of 1969 did but it would create realistic figures that businesses 

would be able to adopt. The effect that the Foreign Investment Act had on the law was that it 

created a situation that expanded the private sector which allowed for the incorporation of more 

expatriate workers in the workforce. Thus, it became necessary for the Saudi Government to 

create new labor laws that would regulate the number of expatriate workers in the Kingdom and 

encourage Saudi workers to join this boom in the private sector.    
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Table 3.2 Labor Statistics  

 
 

Labor Statistics 2012 

  
 

Saudi 

 
 

Non-Saudi 

 
 

Total 

 
 

Population 

 
 

19,838,448 

 
 

9,357,447 

 
 

29,195,895 

 
 

Unemployment Rate 
 

 
 

12.1% 

 
 

.01% 

 

 
 

Government Employment 

 
 

1,013,052 

 
 

76,449 

 
 

1,089,501 

 
 

Private Employment 

 
 

1,134,633 

 
 

7,352,900 

 
 

8,487,533 

Source: Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency 
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CONCLUSION 

 Codified labor law became an unlikely solution to the virtual loss of economic 

sovereignty caused by ARAMCO. The law would later be utilized as a weapon by the State to 

control the economic resources of the country much like the way in which ARAMCO operated 

prior to codification in 1969. It is not farfetched to claim that business practices that are used in 

the current business climate were adopted from the American ARAMCO period on account of 

the training programs that occurred during the post-codification era. An entire generation of 

ARAMCO employees that were included in the management were not educated through 

traditional universities, but rather under the unscrupulous tutelage of the former management. 

Rapid Saudization was encouraged and included in the law in order to facilitate a transfer of 

power from American management to Saudi management which would subsequently lead to a 

takeover of the company. 

 The labor law which defeated American hegemony in Saudi Arabia would prove to be a 

useful weapon after the 1980 takeover of ARAMCO by the Saudi government. The function of 

the Labor Law was altered from Saudization of American management positions to hindering the 

advancement of guest workers as well as setting a precedent that would allow foreign companies 

to be investors rather than having their companies operate in in Saudi Arabia. The Labor Law 

enforced the provision that stated companies must have a Saudi partner and the majority of their 

workforce in Saudi Arabia be comprised of native Saudis. The Labor Law was created to stymie 

American influence and prevent it from returning to the country, hence certain provisions like 

articles 45 and 50 were included as safeguards against the chance that foreign influence would 

return. 
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 An unfortunate but foreseeable side effect resulting from the inclusion of these provisions 

in the law code was how effective these laws would be in order to encourage native Saudis to 

seek employment. There has been a lack of native employment in the private sector amounting to 

the current figure of 90% which is on account of these provisions in addition to mass government 

subsidies. The labor law was intended to solve the unemployment problem, however the lack of 

enthusiasm toward the private sector has exacerbated the problem to the extent of changing these 

legal provisions to include a less stringent form of Saudization called Nitaqat. Nitaqat, the 

successor to Saudization in the law is intended to help companies to hire more Saudis at a rate 

lower than the original figure outline in article 45. However, like Saudization, Nitaqat punishes 

foreign companies and guest workers instead of providing encouragement to Saudis as well as 

the proper education that would allow them to fill these jobs.  

 It is clear that the disastrous concession given to Standard Oil of California by Ibn Saud 

became the catalyst that spurred change in the entire legal system as well as shaping the current 

labor environment. The most influential laws stemmed from problems faced by the Saudi 

government during the concession era including lack of native management and influence over 

the company which means influence over their oil resources.  

 Sharia was largely marginalized during this period and subsequently replaced by The 

Labor and Workmen code of 1969 which allowed new courts to be established and governed by 

economic experts instead of qadis. There were several attempts by the Saudi government to 

challenge the concession by various means, including international arbitrators and the Hanbali 

interpretation of Sharia with no avail. A legal code that which the government could diminish the 

power of the company and usurp it from inside was the only viable solution that inevitably 
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succeeded. The years following codification saw the government assume control of the company 

and finally the code that saved their economy is restricting it as well. 

 While oil remains the sole driving force of the Saudi economy, there are other industries 

that are emerging in Saudi Arabia, however these private enterprises are only comprised by 10% 

of native Saudis. Nitaqat is punishing these private sector industries for not meeting quotas set 

under Nitaqat which will inevitably destroy private industry as well as private sector foreign 

investment in Saudi Arabia if laws like Nitaqat are still enforced. An overreliance on the state 

controlled industries will be created resulting in continued high unemployment and mass 

deportations as an effort to create jobs for native Saudis. 

 The goal of this thesis was to answer the questions of what were the factors that prompted 

a change to codified law and how did the Saudi Government use it control their economy? The 

answers have been relatively simple, ARAMCO officials created a business atmosphere that 

allowed them to operate without impunity and mistreat their workers. This protectionist attitude 

that was adopted by the Saudi government and legitimized through the labor law which allowed 

them to relegate guest workers to menial roles and restrict them from advancement while living 

under the threat of deportation if they do not obey their employers. There is a clear comparison 

between American led ARAMCO and the labor atmosphere of the present day, both used guest 

workers to bolster business while keeping them in a position where any advancement was near 

impossible. Amending the same policies will likely be met with similar results in the future. The 

labor law served a purpose to restrict the unscrupulous business practices of ARAMCO but now 

it is inhibiting diversification of the economy and causing mass unemployment due to its reliance 

on Nitaqat.  
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